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Abstract

Volume Bragg gratings (VBGs) are important holographic optical elements in

many spectral systems. Using multiple volume gratings, whether multiplexed or

arranged sequentially, provides advantages to many types of systems in overall

efficiency, dispersion performance, flexibility of design, etc. However, the use

of multiple gratings—particularly when the gratings are multiplexed in a single

holographic optical element (HOE)—is subject to inter-grating coupling effects

that ultimately limit system performance. Analyzing these coupling effects re-

quires a more complex mathematical model than the straightforward analysis of

a single volume grating. We present a matrix-based algorithm for determining

diffraction efficiencies of significant coupled waves in these multiplexed grating

holographic optical elements (HOEs). Several carefully constructed experiments

with spectrally multiplexed gratings in dichromated gelatin verify our conclusions.

Applications of this theory to broad- and narrow-band systems are explored in

detailed simulations.

Broadband systems include spectrum splitters for diverse-bandgap photovoltaic

(PV) cells. Volume Bragg gratings can serve as effective spectrum splitters, but

the inherent dispersion of a VBG can be detrimental given a broad-spectrum in-

put. The performance of a holographic spectrum splitter element can be improved

by utilizing multiple volume gratings, each operating in a slightly different spectral

band. However, care must be taken to avoid inter-grating coupling effects that
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limit ultimate performance. We explore broadband multi-grating holographic op-

tical elements (HOEs) in sandwiched arrangements where individual single-grating

HOEs are placed in series, and in multiplexed arrangements where multiple grat-

ings are recorded in a single HOE. Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is used

to tailor these systems to the solar spectrum taking into account both efficiency

and dispersion. Both multiplexed and sandwiched two-grating systems exhibit

performance improvements over single-grating solutions, especially when reduced

dispersion is required. Dispersion performance can be further improved by employ-

ing more than two VBGs in the spectrum splitter, but efficiency is compromised

by additional cross-coupling effects.

Narrow-band applications of the multi-grating theory include spectral beam

combining (SBC) systems. SBC systems utilizing multiple VBGs must be carefully

analyzed to maximize channel density and efficiency, and thus output radiance.

This analysis grows increasingly difficult as the number of channels in the system

increases, and heuristic optimization techniques (e.g. PSO) are again useful tools

for exploring the limits of these systems. We explore three classes of multi-grating

SBC systems: “cascaded” where each grating adds a new channel to the system in

sequence, “sandwiched” where several individual gratings are placed together and

all channels enter the system at the same facet, and “multiplexed” where all of the

gratings occupy the same holographic optical element (HOE). Loss mechanisms

differ among these three basic classes, and the optimization algorithm shows that

the highest channel density for a given minimum efficiency and fixed operating

bandwidth is achieved for a cascaded-grating system. The multiplexed-grating

system exhibits the lowest channel density under that same constraints but has the
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distinct advantage of being realized by a single HOE. For a particular application,

one must weigh channel density and efficiency versus system complexity when

choosing among these basic classes of SBC system. Additionally, one may need to

consider the effects of finite-width input beams. As input beam radius is reduced,

angular clipping effects begin to dominate over spectral interference and crosstalk

effects, limiting all three classes of SBC systems in a similar manner.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Volume Bragg gratings (VBGs) find uses in a wide range of spectral applica-

tions. Holographic optical elements (HOEs) employing these gratings provide high

diffraction efficiency and narrow-band spectral characteristics to spectral beam

combining (SBC) systems and wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) systems.

Further, volume Bragg gratings can be designed with a broadband characteris-

tic and applied to efficient power generation in spectrum splitting photovoltaic

systems.

While single volume Bragg gratings are relatively simple to design and con-

struct, there are limitations to the applicability of single grating HOEs in some

applications. In beam combining, essentially only two channels (i.e. two sources

operating at distinct center wavelengths) can be combined without resorting to

a cascade of HOEs. Further, in a broad-spectrum application (e.g. solar spec-

trum splitting), the approximately sinc-squared nature of the grating’s diffraction

efficiency as a function of operating wavelength is a poor approximation to an
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ideal spectral filter. For a single passband, a straightforward dichroic mirror may

perform better. In addition, a volume grating, like any diffraction grating, is dis-

persive, and the dispersion over a wide band of interest can complicate the design

of the system.

Combining multiple volume gratings in a single element adds design flexibility

to these types of narrow- and broad-band systems. In a laser beam-combining

system, multiplexed volume gratings allow multiple channels to be combined in

a single HOE and also provide decoupling between the wavelength of a source

and its physical position in the system. This decoupling is not generally available

in spectral beam combining systems based on thin gratings, and dichroic filters

lead to impractically complex arrangements in systems with many channels. In

broadband applications, multiplexing gratings has two advantages: (1) the grat-

ings can be tailored to better approximate an ideal spectral filter, and (2) the

dispersive effects of the filter can be reduced by overlapping the output spectra of

the multiplexed gratings.

Of course this design flexibility comes at the expense of complexity in the de-

sign and analysis of the HOE and often requires minimization of unwanted cross-

coupling effects among multiplexed gratings. Efficient mathematical methods are

needed to perform this analysis and to optimize systems that utilize multiplexed-

grating HOEs. We present a novel method in Chapter 2 with experimental veri-

fication in Chapter 3.

Multiplexed volume Bragg gratings and mathematical methods for their anal-

ysis have indeed been previously studied for various applications. Many methods

find their origins in Kogelnik’s coupled-wave theory developed for single volume
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gratings [1]. Subsequently, Alferness and Case studied cross-coupling (i.e. an in-

put wave being coupled to multiple output waves) in two-grating monochromatic

systems. Their mathematical methods were based on the so-called thin-grating

decomposition [2, 3] or involved special cases of monochromatic two-grating sys-

tems for which analytical solutions of the coupled-wave equations could be found

[4].

Other authors also offered solution methods for monochromatic two-grating

systems including multiple-scattering theory [5], vector-synthetic gratings [6],

and treatments of doubly-exposed gratings in both transmission [7] and reflec-

tion [8] modes. And Minier [9, 10] was one of the first to describe spectral

interference effects in multiplexed grating systems operating at multiple wave-

lengths toward the development of narrowband WDM systems in planar waveg-

uides. That work extended the coupled-wave equations to allow both angle and

wavelength variation from the Bragg condition with the resulting equations solved

through numerical integration. In addition, Moharam and Gaylord [11] presented

their rigorous coupled-wave analysis which relies on a full solution to Maxwell’s

equations without approximations. This eliminates several assumptions present

in Kogelnik’s and in later work. Namely, the rigorous theory does not neglect

boundary diffraction, does not eliminate second-derivatives stemming from the

application of the wave equation (the “slowly-varying envelope approximation”),

and does not assume a single diffracted wave from a grating.

The mathematical method for treating multiplexed-grating HOEs presented in

Chapter 2 accepts the assumptions of Kogelnik’s work to improve computational

efficiency. This method is applied to the optimization of solar spectral splitting
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systems in Chapter 4 and to spectral beam combining systems in Chapter 5. These

types of broad- and narrow-band systems are discussed further in the following

sections.

1.1 Solar Spectrum Splitters

Improving the efficiency of photovoltaic (PV) power generation systems is an im-

portant contemporary challenge. A key inefficiency in these systems is incomplete

conversion of photon energy to electrical energy resulting from poor matching be-

tween semiconductor bandgap energies and photon energies across the incident

spectrum. This inherent inefficiency in electrical conversion can be partially miti-

gated by employing multiple PV cells with bandgaps tailored to different parts of

the solar spectrum. This is typically accomplished through the use of heteroge-

nous bandgap semiconductors [12] or through optical spectrum splitting. The

work presented here is related to the latter.

Rather than including multiple bandgaps on a single semiconductor substrate

as heterogenous bandgap systems do, spectrum splitting systems [13–17] employ

multiple separate PV cells with different bandgap energies. An optical system

splits the incident spectrum such that spectral sub-bands impinge on semicon-

ductors with bandgaps better tailored to them.

Spectrum splitting systems have the advantage of not being subject to the

strict lattice-matching requirements of heterogeneous bandgap devices. However,

spectrum splitting systems require additional low-loss optical elements to effect the

splitting. One common architecture involves cascading dichroic filters to split the
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incident spectrum and redirect sub-bands onto multiple diverse PV cells. Dichroic

filters can have high reflection efficiency and sharp passband transitions, both of

which are required for a high-performance spectrum splitter. However, transmis-

sion geometries are often preferred over reflection geometries. In addition, the

performance of dichroic filters degrades for non-collimated light [18].

Filter performance for non-collimated light is important because PV cell sys-

tems often employ concentration (focusing) to improve efficiency. The short-

circuit current in a PV cell increases linearly with illumination intensity. However,

the open-circuit voltage is not constant—which would lead to constant efficiency

with respect to illumination intensity—but rather increases logarithmically with

illumination intensity [19]. This increase in output voltage at higher illumination

intensity leads to higher power conversion efficiency within the PV cell.

In order to achieve concentration and indeed additional degrees of design flexi-

bility in low- and non-concentrating systems, holographic optical elements (HOEs)

are often employed as spectrum splitting components. HOEs can exploit the dis-

persive characteristics of planar volume gratings for basic spectrum splitting [20],

include holographic lenses for concentration [21], and additionally include multi-

ple gratings to improve performance over a range of incident angles [22].

For broadband applications such as solar spectrum splitting, employing mul-

tiple Bragg gratings also allows the engineer to tailor the spectral response of the

system to better approximate an ideal filter. Additionally, the output spectra of

the gratings can be overlapped in terms of angle thus reducing the impact of the

dispersive effects of the holographic filter. These advantages of a multi-grating

system can be realized whether separate HOEs are used for each grating and
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subsequently sandwiched or the gratings are multiplexed into a single HOE. Opti-

mization and performance analysis of sandwiched and multiplexed multi-grating

spectrum splitters, specifically to improve filter efficiency and reduce dispersion

effects, is detailed in Chapter 4.

1.2 Spectral Beam Combining

Spectral beam combining (SBC) systems are used to generate high laser radiance

from several lower radiance sources. Unlike coherent beam combining (CBC) sys-

tems, the input sources for an SBC system all operate at different wavelengths,

so the higher power at the output comes at the expense of a wider output band-

width. However, SBC systems can be simpler to realize as they are not subject

to constraints on the relative phases of the sources [23].

The literature proposes several architectures for SBC systems involving var-

ious fundamental optical components. The dispersion from a prism or from

surface-relief diffraction gratings is often employed (in reverse) to combine several

channels of different wavelengths [24–27]. Similar systems for wavelength divi-

sion (de)multiplexing in communications systems were used as early as the 1970s

[28, 29]. One drawback of these types of system is that they tightly couple the

positions and wavelengths of the sources through the well-known grating equation.

A representative diagram of a system of this type is shown in Fig. 1.1.

Coupling between source position and wavelength can be removed by utilizing

volume holograms, where an individual volume Bragg grating (VBG) is used for

each spectrally distinct source. Systems which only combine two beams often use
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A

B

C

D

E

Figure 1.1: Representative spectral beam combiner—or WDM (de)multiplexer—using
bulk optics and a blazed grating. (A) Output fiber, (B) focusing lens, (C) blazed
reflection grating, (D) collimating lens, (E) source fibers. Dashed line styles indicate
different wavelengths.
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a single transmission-mode VBG which diffracts one of the beams while the other

passes through undiffracted [30]. This type of system is shown in Fig. 1.2.

A

B

C

D

E

F

Figure 1.2: Representative spectral beam combining system utilizing a volume Bragg
grating for combining two beams. The beam from source (A), collimated by lens (B), is
not diffracted by the grating (E) and simply passes through the HOE. The beam from
source (C), collimated by lens (D), is Bragg-matched with the grating and therefore is
strongly diffracted into the common output direction. The two coaxial beams are then
refocussed by lens (F).

Those systems combining more than two beams often utilize several individual

reflection-mode VBGs which are organized sequentially such that another input

source is added to an intermediate beam at each stage [31, 32]. Finally, there are

SBC systems—and analogous wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) systems

[33–35]—that employ a separate transmission-mode VBG for each input channel
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but multiplex these gratings in a single holographic optical element (HOE). This

last arrangement has obvious practical advantages because only a single optical

element is required and alignment is simplified.

Regardless of whether the volume gratings in an SBC system are arranged

sequentially or multiplexed into a single HOE, the system is subject to inter-

grating interference and cross-coupling effects that limit overall efficiency and

introduce stray light into the system. Previous related work from the literature

for WDM systems often simply suggests increasing the channel spacing to 1.5

[36] or three times [37] or more the individual channel width so that the gratings

operate essentially independently. This simplifies the analysis in many ways but

also could unnecessarily increase the overall bandwidth of the system depending

on competing requirements.

If a narrow operating bandwidth is a goal as well as high-efficiency, more

sophisticated techniques must be used to optimize such systems. In particular,

an optimization algorithm can position sources in space (i.e. set their angles of

incidence) and spectrum (i.e. set the center wavelengths of the channels) and also

prescribe the material thickness–which has a strong effect on channel width–in

order to maximize channel density and overall combining efficiency.

In Chapter 4, we present optimization and performance analysis of three classes

of multi-grating spectral beam combining system: cascaded-grating, sandwiched-

grating, and multiplexed-grating. We consider relative performance for both

plane-wave and finite-beam inputs.
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1.3 Research Objectives

The following chapters of this document expand on the ideas introduced thus far

by:

1. Developing a matrix-based algorithm for calculating diffraction efficiency in

holographic optical elements comprised of multiplexed volume Bragg grat-

ings. Deviations from the Bragg condition in both wavelength and angle can

be treated by the algorithm simultaneously. Transmission- and reflection-

mode phase gratings can also be treated simultaneously. Detailed spectral

experiments verify the algorithm.

2. Exploring performance improvements to volume holographic spectrum split-

ters based on sequential- and multiplexed-grating HOEs. System optimiza-

tion shows that dispersion performance is improved through employment of

additional gratings in a two-band spectrum splitter.

3. Identifying relative limitations of sequential- and multiplexed-grating spec-

tral beam combining systems in the presence of inter-grating interference

for both plane-wave and finite-beam inputs.

The research in this dissertation has resulted in the following journal publica-

tions and conference proceedings:

1. G. B. Ingersoll and J. R. Leger, “Spectral interference in multiplexed vol-

ume Bragg gratings: theoretical calculations and experimental verification,”

Applied Optics 53, 5477 (2014).
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2. G. B. Ingersoll and J. R. Leger, Department of Electrical and Computer

Engineering, University of Minnesota, 200 Union St. SE, Minneapolis, MN,

55455, USA, are preparing a manuscript to be called “Channel density and

efficiency optimization of volume Bragg grating based spectral beam com-

bining systems in sequential and multiplexed arrangements.”

3. G. B. Ingersoll and J. R. Leger, Department of Electrical and Computer

Engineering, University of Minnesota, 200 Union St. SE, Minneapolis,

MN, 55455, USA, are preparing a manuscript to be called “Optimization

of multi-grating volume holographic spectrum splitters for photovoltaic ap-

plications.”

4. G. B. Ingersoll and J. R. Leger, “Theoretical analysis of multiplexed volume

holograms for spectral beam combining,” Proc. SPIE 7195, 71951P (2009).

5. G. B. Ingersoll, D. Lin, and J. R. Leger, “Experimental verification of

spectral grating interference in multiplexed volume holograms employed as

broadband dispersive elements for solar concentrators,” Proc. SPIE 8821,

882107 (2013).
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Chapter 2

Matrix Method for Modeling

Multiplexed Volume Gratings

In this chapter, we conduct an in-depth study of spectral interference in multi-

plexed volume holograms and derive a new mathematical method for calculating

the diffraction efficiency of these multiplexed grating systems. The mathemati-

cal method presented here starts by constructing a characteristic matrix for the

grating system, and includes an algorithm to select a set of significant plane-wave

diffraction orders to preserve for the analysis. The diffraction efficiencies of the

various waves are then computed through straightforward eigenvector decompo-

sition of the matrix. This method is quite flexible for holograms consisting of

many gratings, and allows for calculations of direct- and cross-coupled orders as

a function of both incident angle and operating wavelength. The method is also

fast as it relies on efficient matrix-manipulation techniques rather than numerical
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integration. The overall theory of spectral interference presented in this chap-

ter is verified experimentally for a broad-spectrum multiplexed grating pair in

Chapter 3.

The mathematical model for quickly calculating diffraction efficiencies in sys-

tems of multiplexed volume gratings begins with the well-known model described

by Kogelnik [1]. Section 2.1 begins with a summary of Kogelnik’s symbology

and the differential equations describing coupled waves in a single planar volume

transmission phase grating. We then convert this model to a matrix formulation

before expanding the matrix solution in Section 2.2 to treat arbitrary systems

of multiplexed plane gratings with plane wave inputs at arbitrary incident angles

and wavelengths. In Appendix B, the model is extended further to include volume

reflection gratings in addition to transmission-mode gratings.

2.1 Single Transmission Mode Grating

A single planar volume grating is typically depicted conceptually in a momentum

or k-space diagram as in Fig. 2.1. Here, the radius of the circle is β = 2πn/λ

where n is the bulk index of refraction of the material. Two plane waves are

present in the system and are referred to as the reference and signal waves with

field symbols R and S and vector symbols ρ and σ respectively. The figure can be

interpreted as the condition for grating construction where ρ and σ are given and

the grating vector, K, is equal to ρ−σ. The figure can also be interpreted as the

situation for grating reconstruction where ρ and K are given and σ is derived.

This second interpretation leads to the differential equations used to calculate
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diffraction efficiency for a given input wave.

Figure 2.1: Momentum or k-space diagram for a single grating. Inset: the physical
model of a single grating defining plane wave angles, θ1 and θ2, and the grating thickness,
d.

The inset in Fig. 2.1 shows a physical representation of a volume grating in

a simplified two-dimensional system. This grating can be created in a suitable

holographic material of thickness d by interfering two coherent plane waves of

wavelength λ traveling at angles θ1 and θ2 with respect to the optical axis (here

z) [38, Section 9.7.1]. During construction, it is assumed that the holographic

material responds linearly to exposure intensity resulting in a sinusoidal variation
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of the index of refraction of the bulk material given by:

ε(x, y, z) = ε0 + ε1 cos ((ρ− σ) · x) = ε0 + ε1 cos (K · x) (2.1)

where ε0 = n2.

During reconstruction, the electric field in the material is assumed to be the

sum of two plane waves each polarized perpendicular to the plane of incidence:

E(x, y, z, t) = R(z)ej(ρ·x−ωt) + S(z)ej(σ·x−ωt). (2.2)

in which the amplitudes of the two waves are assumed to be functions of z only.

Combining Eq. 2.1 and Eq. 2.2 with the familiar scalar wave equation and dropping

second derivatives in z—Kogelnik’s assumption that “energy interchange between

S and R is slow”—leads to the system of first-order differential equations:

cRR
′ = jκS (2.3a)

cSS
′ − jϑS = jκR (2.3b)

Here primes indicate first derivatives in z, and κ = πn1/λ where n1 is the index

modulation of the grating given by:

n1 =
ε1

2
√
ε0

. (2.4)
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Also, cR and cS are the respective direction cosines of the two significant waves:

cR = cos θ1 =
ρz
β

(2.5a)

cS = cos θ1 −
|K|
β

cosφ =
σz
β

(2.5b)

where φ is the tilt of the grating relative to the z-axis. Finally, ϑ is the dephasing

parameter defined as:

ϑ =
β2 − σ2

2β
= |K| cos (φ− θ)− |K|

2

4πn
λ (2.6)

By assuming solutions of the form R(z) = aeγz with a constant, the system of

differential equations can be written in matrix form as

Mx = γx (2.7)

where

M =

 0 jκ
cR

jκ
cS

jϑ
cS

 (2.8a)

x =

 R

S

 (2.8b)

For the eigenvectors ofM to form an orthonormal basis,M must be symmetric

[39]. We can achieve this criterion without loss of generality through a simple
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variable substitution where we define

x̃ ≡

 R̃

S̃

 ≡
 cR 0

0
√
cRcS

x. (2.9)

Use of variable substitution results in the symmetric matrix

M̃ =

 0 jκ√
cRcS

jκ√
cRcS

jϑ
cS

 . (2.10)

The eigenvalues of M̃ are found in the usual fashion by solving

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
γ −jκ√

cRcS

−jκ√
cRcS

γ − jϑ
cS

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 0 (2.11)

which gives

γ± =
j

2

(
ϑ

cS
±

√
ϑ2

c2S
+

4κ2

cRcS

)
(2.12)

Defining ξ+ and ξ− as the (column) eigenvectors of M̃ corresponding to γ+

and γ− respectively, we can use the eigenvalues and the matrices representing the

variable substitution to define the transfer matrix of a grating of thickness d as:

G =

 1
cR

0

0 1√
cRcS

[ ξ+ ξ−

] eγ+d 0

0 eγ−d

[ ξ+ ξ−

]T  cR 0

0
√
cRcS


(2.13)

such that the amplitudes of the R and S waves at the input (z = 0) and output
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(z = d) of the grating are related by:

xd = Gx0. (2.14)

The boundary conditions for a transmission grating are such that the ampli-

tude of the R wave at z = 0 is 1 and the amplitude of the S wave at z = 0 is

0. Given these values for the components of x0, the diffraction efficiency of the

grating is given by

η =
cS
cR
SdS

∗
d (2.15)

where Sd is the S-element of xd. This matches Kogelnik’s result for a transmission

phase grating.

2.2 Multiplexed Gratings

Converting Kogelnik’s single grating method to an explicit matrix solution has

multiple benefits. This technique can provide insight into the energy exchange

between significant waves that may not be clear from the basic differential equa-

tions (Eq. 2.3). This is explored further in Appendix A. However, the value of

the matrix solution becomes especially clear when one must deal with multiple

simultaneous gratings under variations in the incident angle and wavelength of

the reference wave. Formulating the solution in this way allows a rather straight-

forward algorithm to determine the N significant waves present in the compound

hologram and to build the N ×N characteristic matrix, M̃ .

A typical situation involving two multiplexed gratings is shown in Fig. 2.2.
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Here, the gratings (K1 and K2) share one of their defining angles—note the com-

mon direction of ρ1 and ρ2—and have different defining wavelengths denoted by

β1 and β2. This system could define, for example, a spectrum splitter (Chapter 4)

or a spectral beam combiner (Chapter 5).

Figure 2.2: k-space diagram for defining two multiplexed gratings. These gratings
share one of their defining angles and have different central operating wavelengths.

When this pair of gratings is reconstructed by a plane wave, ρ = ρ1, the

momentum diagram appears as in Fig. 2.3. Here, there are two directly coupled

waves, σ1 = ρ −K1 and σ2 = ρ −K2. The input wave is Bragg-matched with

K1—the corresponding output vector terminates on the momentum circle—and

the input wave is nearly Bragg-matched withK2. Note that because this situation

involves different defining wavelengths for the multiplexed gratings, an input wave

cannot, in general, be Bragg-matched with all of the gratings simultaneously.
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This condition precludes the analytical solution shown by Case for a two-grating

monochromatic system [4]. (In Case’s work, a single wavelength was used and

again the two gratings shared one common angle. A plane wave with the given

wavelength and incident at the gratings’ common angle would be Bragg-matched

with both gratings resulting in all of the dephasing parameters analogous to ϑ

going to zero. This simplification to the differential equations describing the

system allows an analytical solution for this special case.)

3

Figure 2.3: k-space diagram for reconstructing two multiplexed gratings. From the
diagram, waves associated with σ1 and σ2 are qualitatively expected to be significant
to the solution. However, σ3 is not qualitatively expected to be significant because |σ3|
differs so greatly from β.

In addition to the two directly coupled waves, Fig. 2.3 also depicts a wave that

derives from interaction with both gratings (σ3 = σ1 −K2 = ρ −K1 −K2).

This cross-coupled wave must be included in the mathematical model in order to
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achieve accurate results. (This concept was detailed for monochromatic systems

in [3]).

The algorithm for building the characteristic matrix for a multiplexed system

then proceeds as follows. Given the input wavevector and the grating vectors,

all combinations of directly-coupled waves (σj = ρ±Ki) are constructed. Some

of these vector combinations will turn out to be insignificant to the diffraction

efficiency calculation especially when their wave vectors terminate far from the

momentum circle. (This can be seen qualitatively for σ3 in Fig. 2.3). This is

equivalent to a wave having a large dephasing parameter (see Eq. 2.6), so the

dephasing parameter is used in the algorithm as a measure for eliminating waves

from consideration.

Those waves with dephasing parameters exceeding some limit are eliminated,

and then cross-coupled waves are determined through vector combination of the

directly-coupled wavevectors and the grating vectors. Again, insignificant waves

are eliminated. This process continues through a pre-determined number of

diffraction stages or until a diffraction stage results in no new significant waves.

An appropriate limit for the dephasing parameter is dependent on the exact

nature of the system being modeled and must be determined iteratively. If the

limit is set too low, waves with significant energy could be eliminated from the

model leading to inaccurate results and poor system optimization. Conversely,

if the limit is set too high, the size of the characteristic matrix of the system

increases unnecessarily, leading to longer execution times for the calculations with

no significant difference in the end result.

One technique for determining the dephasing limit for a given system is to set
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a relatively high limit and then calculate diffraction efficiencies of the significant

waves for a sparse collection of input wavelengths. If the diffraction efficiency of

any included waves in the domain of interest does not exceed some small value

(e.g. 0.1%), the dephasing limit can be reduced to eliminate these waves from

the model. Then the diffraction efficiencies of the significant waves can be more

quickly calculated for a dense set of inputs.

When all significant waves are determined, the characteristic matrix, M̃ , for

the system can be constructed directly. Diagonal elements consist of functions

of the respective waves’ dephasing parameters. ϑ corresponding to the reference

wave, ρ, is by definition zero, so M̃ 00 = 0. Other diagonal elements follow:

M̃mm =
jϑm
cSm

, m 6= 0 (2.16)

Conceptually, off-diagonal elements link waves to each other through gratings.

These elements are functions of the two waves’ direction cosines and of the grat-

ing’s coupling coefficient, κ. If wave m and wave n are coupled through grating

p, the corresponding (symmetric) matrix elements become:

M̃mn = M̃nm =
jκp√
cSmcSn

, m 6= n (2.17)

For example, referencing Fig. 2.3, grating 2 couples wave S1 (corresponding to

σ1) to wave S3, so the corresponding matrix elements are:

M̃ 13 = M̃ 31 =
jκ2√
cS1cS3

(2.18)
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Likewise, grating 1 couples the reference wave to wave S1 leading to off-diagonal

elements:

M̃ 01 = M̃ 10 =
jκ1√
cRcS1

(2.19)

All other matrix elements are 0, so for the system depicted in Fig. 2.3, assuming

ϑ3 is quantitatively small enough such that wave S3 is not eliminated, the non-zero

elements in the 4× 4 characteristic matrix follow:

M̃ =



0 · · 0

· 0 0 ·

· 0 · 0

0 · 0 ·


(2.20)

(Recall that the reference wave is Bragg-matched with grating 1, so ϑ1 = 0 and

M̃ 11 = 0.)

So far TE-polarization (i.e. electric field vectors perpendicular to the plane

of incidence) has been assumed. However, TM-polarization, or indeed arbitrary

polarization, can be handled in the model at this point with a straightforward

addition to the characteristic matrix. This becomes especially important when

we discuss solar splitting applications in Chapter 4.

Again, following [1], the coupling between two waves Sm and Sn is reduced

by the dot product of their respective (normalized) polarization vectors, 〈sm · sn〉,

resulting in a more general form for Eq. 2.17:

M̃mn = M̃nm =
jκp 〈sm · sn〉√

cSmcSn
, m 6= n (2.21)
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Once the characteristic matrix has been fully determined, the relative power

distribution among all of the significant waves is calculated in a method analogous

to the discussion above. Continuing with the example system of Fig. 2.3, the

transfer matrix, Eq. 2.22, is built in an analogous fashion to Eq. 2.13.

G =



1
cR

0 0 0

0 1√
cRcS1

0 0

0 0 1√
cRcS2

0

0 0 0 1√
cRcS3


[
ξ1 ξ2 ξ3 ξ4

]


eγ1d 0 0 0

0 eγ2d 0 0

0 0 eγ3d 0

0 0 0 eγ4d



×
[
ξ1 ξ2 ξ3 ξ4

]T


cR 0 0 0

0
√
cRcS1 0 0

0 0
√
cRcS2 0

0 0 0
√
cRcS3


(2.22)

and the individual field amplitudes are found analogously to Eq. 2.14:

xd =



Rd

S1d

S2d

S3d


= G



1

0

0

0


(2.23)
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Finally, the diffraction efficiencies of the individual waves are found from:

ηi =
cSi
cR
SidS

∗
id (2.24)

Using optimized libraries of standard matrix operations (e.g. architecture-

specific implementations of BLAS, LAPACK, ATLAS, etc.), these calculations

execute quickly even for 10×10 and larger matrices. While rigorous coupled-wave

methods are not used, the approximations employed here allow for this efficient

calculation method which, in turn, provides for efficient optimization algorithms

for systems of multiplexed volume gratings.

To ensure that these approximations do not preclude accurate results, we ver-

ified this mathematical model through the spectral experiments detailed in the

next chapter. This model is applicable to both broad- and narrow-band spectral

systems where maximizing efficiency is a design goal, and these two subclasses

are explored in subsequent chapters. Holographic spectrum splitters, explored in

Chapter 4, are fitting broadband systems. Narrow-band spectral beam combining

systems are explored in Chapter 5. Because the focus in these application chapters

is on transmission gratings, a discussion of how to extend this method to support

volume reflection gratings is relegated to Appendix B.
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Chapter 3

Experimental Verification of the

Matrix Method

To demonstrate the validity of the mathematical model developed in Chapter 2,

we constructed multiplexed gratings in PFG–04 dichromated gelatin. The effi-

ciency of various diffraction orders were then characterized as a function of input

wavelength and compared to the model.

3.1 Grating Design and Construction

The experimental setup for multi-grating hologram construction is depicted in

Fig. 3.1. The exposure source used for the experiment was a Coherent Verdi

laser operating at 532nm and 5 watts. The beam from this source was split,

filtered, expanded, and collimated. Then each individual beam was redirected to

the holographic plate by mirrors mounted on rotation stages. The mirrors were
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rotated to set each beam’s angle relative to the plate. These angles and the laser

wavelength completely determine the period and tilt of the resulting gratings.

L1

BS

M3 M2

M1

SF1

SF2

L2

H

Figure 3.1: Experimental setup for hologram construction. The laser source is sent
through a beam splitter (BS), and each arm passes through a spatial filter (SF1 and
SF2). Each arm is then collimated by lenses L1 and L2. Mirrors M1 and M2 are allowed
to rotate and translate thus redirecting each beam arm onto the holographic plate (H)
at a particular position and incident angle. A mask is placed directly on the surface of
the plate to limit the exposed area.

The steering mirrors in the exposure setup were also allowed to translate along

one axis in order to set the position of the overlap of the two beams on the

plate. (Note that the coherence length of this laser is greater than 20m, so path-

length matching of the beams on the scale of the optical tabletop is of little

concern.) Translating the mirrors allowed for multiple experiments on a single

plate, and, more importantly, allowed the two exposures of a particular experiment

to only partially overlap. This in turn allowed characterization of each grating

individually as well as characterization of the multiplexed pair as we discuss in

Section 3.3.

We used the mathematical model to determine period and tilt parameters for a
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grating pair that would operate over much of the visible spectrum. This pair was

also designed to exhibit easily measurable cross-coupling over a sufficiently wide

wavelength range. Exposure energies—beam intensity, beam balance ratio, and

exposure time—were determined iteratively to achieve the desired peak diffraction

efficiency which was deliberately kept low in these experiments to avoid saturating

the holographic material.

Data from the literature [40] suggests that the effective dynamic range of

PFG–04 dichromated gelatin plates corresponds to an index modulation, n1, of

approximately 0.012. In order to avoid clipping the desired sinusoidal index vari-

ation through multiple exposures, a relatively low exposure energy was used for

these experiments. Staying well within the dynamic range of the material ensured

that any diffraction orders evident during hologram reconstruction were a result

of grating direct- and cross-coupling predicted by the mathematical model and

not the result of non-linear effects of the material.

3.2 HOE Development and Processing

Our experimental holographic material was commercially-available 60mm square

glass plates with a coating of PFG–04 dichromated gelatin on one side. After

completing the exposures for a set of plates, the plates must be developed prior to

measurement and characterization of the gratings. Because the sensitivity peak

of the undeveloped PFG–04 material is approximately 514nm, all exposures must

be made and all subsequent processing must be performed under “safe”, red light.

The first step in processing the plates is to bake them at approximately 100◦C
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for 20 minutes to partially dehydrate and harden the surface layer of the gelatin.

(The duration of this baking step is dependent on the age of the plates.)

While the plates are baking, we prepare four pans for soaking the plates. The

first pan simply contains cold water. Using water that is too warm can result in

cloudiness in the finished plate, but cold tap water provided good results. The

next pan contains a 50:50 (by volume) solution of isopropanol and cold water. The

third pan contains a 75:25 (by volume) solution of isopropanol and cold water.

The final pan contains 100% isopropanol.

Following the initial baking period, the plates are placed in cold water for three

minutes. After this, the plates are moved to the 50:50 water and alcohol solution

for three minutes, and so on. After the final bath, we remove surface liquid from

the plates with compressed air and then return the plates to the oven (again set

to approximately 100◦C) for 60 minutes.

Even after developing in this manner, the recorded holograms can degrade over

time. This is especially a concern in humid conditions because the degradation

is primarily due to the gelatin absorbing atmospheric moisture. We sealed the

holographic plates used for the experiments in this chapter with a second clear

glass plate and a layer of UV-cure optical adhesive.

3.3 Measurement

In order to reduce the impact of material and exposure inconsistency given our

operating regime, the multiplexed gratings were exposed on the holographic plate

with only partial overlap as depicted in Fig. 3.2. This allowed each grating to be
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characterized individually. The single gratings’ diffraction orders were measured

as a function of input angle using a 632nm laser source as depicted in Fig. 3.3.

Angle was used as the free variable because the grating period and tilt can be

largely determined by finding the two input angles at which there is a diffraction

efficiency peak for a fixed wavelength. This cannot be achieved through a variation

in wavelength alone.

B

C D

A1 A2

Figure 3.2: Layout of experimental gratings on a holographic plate. Four sets of two
gratings (A–D) are exposed on the plate. In each set, the two gratings only partially
overlap so they can be characterized both separately and as a multiplexed pair.

However, toward the goal of applying multiplexed gratings to spectral appli-

cations, we then characterized the multiplexed pair by fixing the input angle and

varying the input wavelength. The experimental setup for for this characteriza-

tion is depicted schematically in Fig. 3.4. The source in this case consisted of a

Bausch and Lomb grating monochromator with a tungsten lamp. Imaging optics

were included after the output slit of the monochromator to approximate a plane
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L1
HSF IS

L2

Figure 3.3: Experimental setup for hologram readout versus incident angle. The HeNe
laser source is sent through a spatial filter (SF) and collimated with lens L1. The beam
then passes through the holographic plate (H) which is mounted on a rotation stage.
Each output order from the grating is individually focused by lens L2 into an integrating
sphere with a built-in silicon photodetector (Thorlabs S140C).

wave at the holographic grating, and a polarizer was inserted to linearly polarize

the light perpendicular to the plane of incidence with the holographic plate. The

monochromator’s input and output slit widths were set to provide a half-power

output bandwidth of 5nm.

For measurements with either the 632nm source or the monochromator, we cal-

culated diffraction efficiency values as the ratio of output power for a given diffrac-

tion order to input power. The power measurements were made with a ThorLabs

S140C silicon photodetector and integrating sphere assembly. The measurements

were then mathematically corrected to account for power loss due to Fresnel re-

fraction at the glass surfaces. Reported diffraction efficiency values, therefore,

follow the theoretical model in which Fresnel refraction is not considered.

Once each grating of a pair was characterized individually, its modeled pa-

rameters were adjusted to match the experimental data. The period and tilt of a

grating and the local thickness of the holographic material vary from anticipated
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M1
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P

L3

Figure 3.4: Experimental setup for hologram readout versus wavelength. The Bausch
and Lomb grating monochromator (dashed box) consists of a tungsten lamp and con-
densing optics (C) the output of which is focused onto the entrance slit (ES) by lens
L1. The diffraction grating (G) disperses the incident light, and rotating the grating
determines which wavelength band passes through the exit slit (XS) after reflecting off
of curved mirror M1. Lens L2 relays the monochromator output, linearly polarized by P,
to the holographic plate (H). While not depicted, in practice the distance between lens
L2 and the holographic plate is approximately 0.5m, so the wavefront at H is approxi-
mately planar over the grating area. Each output order from the grating is individually
focused by lens L3 into the integrating sphere.

values due to gelatin shrinkage during development, and the final index modula-

tion of a given grating is somewhat unpredictable. This experimental variability

is effectively eliminated by adjusting the model to match 1) measured values for

the peak diffraction efficiency, 2) the two incidence angles at which diffraction

efficiency peaks occur at the measurement wavelength, and 3) the input angles

corresponding to the first zeros of the diffraction efficiency curve.

After the single grating models’ parameters are adjusted to fit experimental

data as a function of input angle, the multiplexed model is recalculated for a

fixed input angle but variable wavelength. These theoretical curves are then com-

pared to experimental measurements of the multiplexed gratings without further

adjustment. Not only is the initial single-grating characterization versus input
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angle more straightforward experimentally, comparing data against both input

angle and wavelength variation further reinforces the validity of the mathematical

model.

3.4 Results

The experimental results for two different grating-pair designs are given in the

following sections. The first pair exhibits cross-coupling interference. The second

pair is similar, but Grating 2’s construction angles were adjusted to eliminate the

interference. This second pair is used as a control to ensure all of the gratings are

operating in a linear region of the material.

3.4.1 Interfering Gratings

Characterizing the individual gratings of the interfering pair and feeding this data

back into the model resulted in Fig. 3.5 plotting diffraction efficiency versus input

angle for Grating 1 and a similar plot (not shown) for Grating 2. The solid curve

represents the adjusted model, and the measured data points are superimposed.

An expanded and collimated beam from a 632.8nm He-Ne laser was the light

source. The gratings’ defining parameters determined from the data fit are given

in Table 3.1.

When the interfering multiplexed pair is characterized as a function of input

wavelength, the diffraction efficiency curves appear as in Fig. 3.6. The solid curves

are theoretical data from the model, and measured data points for each diffracted
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Figure 3.5: Diffraction efficiency of Grating 1 as a function of input angle for an input
wavelength of 632.8nm. Solid lines show the theoretical efficiency after adjusting the
model to fit the measured data.

Grating 1 Grating 2
Bragg Angle 1 [deg., air at 632.8nm] 22.00 18.92
Bragg Angle 2 [deg., air at 632.8nm] -31.17 -31.17
Period [µm] 0.71 0.75
Index Modulation, n1 0.0040 0.0040
Thickness, d [µm] 29.0 29.0

Table 3.1: Parameters of the interfering grating pair determined by fitting the
theoretical model to measured diffraction efficiency data.
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wave are superimposed. The lighter dashed curves show what the S-wave diffrac-

tion efficiency of each grating would be if the other grating were not present.

Figure 3.6: Diffraction efficiency of the significant output waves of the interfering
grating pair as a function of input wavelength for an input angle (in air) of 18.5 degrees.
Measured data is superimposed on theoretical data. The lighter dashed curves indicate
what the S-wave diffraction efficiency of each grating would be if the other grating was
not present in the holographic element.

Note that the experimental data matches quite well with the theory. There

is a significant decrease in peak diffraction efficiency for each grating, and the

two cross-coupled waves appear as expected. The cross-coupled waves are given

unique symbols T12 and T21 corresponding to vectors τ 12 = ρ −K1 + K2 and

τ 21 = ρ+K1 −K2.
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Grating 1 Grating 2
Bragg Angle 1 [deg., air at 632.8nm] 22.00 18.92
Bragg Angle 2 [deg., air at 632.8nm] -31.17 -39.50
Period [µm] 0.71 0.66
Index Modulation, n1 0.0043 0.0046
Thickness, d [µm] 29.0 29.0

Table 3.2: Parameters of the non-interfering grating pair determined by fitting
the theoretical model to measured diffraction efficiency data.

3.4.2 Non-interfering gratings

To further reinforce that the above results are due to the physics of a multiplexed

grating pair and not the result of non-linear material effects, a second, similar

grating pair was constructed. This second pair was modified from the first to

eliminate the occurrence of cross-coupled waves while keeping similar modulation

levels for each grating. Specifically, the operating angles of the second grating

were modified to detune the cross-coupling with the first grating.

Again the individual gratings were characterized as a function of input angle

at a fixed wavelength, and the model parameters were adjusted to fit the exper-

imental data. The resulting grating parameters for the non-interfering pair are

given in Table 3.2. Note that the gratings’ index modulation values in this case

are actually slightly higher than for the interfering grating pair discussed above.

Plotting the adjusted model as a function of input wavelength results in the

solid curves of Fig. 3.7, and again experimental measurements are superimposed.
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Note that as in Fig. 3.6, the gratings non-multiplexed efficiency curves are in-

cluded, but cannot be seen in the plot because they lie directly behind the multi-

plexed efficiency curves. That is, there is no significant expected change in S-wave

diffraction efficiency and no appearance of T-wave (cross-coupled) efficiency result-

ing from multiplexing this grating pair for this wavelength range and input angle.

Also note the good fit of the experimental data with the theoretical curves. We

would expect the experimental data to deviate from theory if our exposures were

saturating the holographic material. This reinforces that the results of Fig. 3.6

are not due to non-linear effects of the material.

Figure 3.7: Diffraction efficiency of the significant output waves of the non-interfering
grating pair as a function of input wavelength for an input angle (in air) of 18.5 degrees.
Measured data is superimposed on theoretical data.

Although the mathematical method developed in Chapter 2 is suitable for an-

alyzing diffraction efficiencies as a function angle of incidence or input wavelength,

the focus here has been on variations of the input wavelength. The experimental
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data in this chapter with broadband two-grating holographic elements confirms

the theory, and this method can now be applied to optimization algorithms for

solar spectral splitting (Chapter 4), spectral beam-combining (Chapter 5), and

other spectral systems utilizing multiplexed volume Bragg gratings.
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Chapter 4

Multi-grating Systems for Solar

Spectrum Splitting

In this chapter we explore the application of multiple volume Bragg gratings

(VBGs) to optimize the performance of spectral bandpass filters especially with

regard to minimizing dispersion. Section 1.1 introduced the concept of solar spec-

trum splitting systems for improved power generation efficiency in photovoltaic

(PV) cells. Poor matching between semiconductor bandgap energies and incident

photon energies is a key source of inefficiency in these systems. By employing

multiple PV cells with bandgaps tailored to subsets of the incident spectrum, this

inefficiency can be partially mitigated. To do this requires either heterogeneous

bandgap semiconductors [12] or an efficient spectrum splitting optical system.

The work in this chapter is related to the latter.

In the first section, we discuss three different types of holographic spectrum
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splitters: single-gratings, sandwiched-gratings, and multiplexed-gratings. We in-

clude their qualitative differences and describe methods for quantifying their per-

formance. Then in Section 4.2 we use a heuristic algorithm to optimize these

systems and compare their performance under various constraints.

While we do not consider optical concentration (focusing) or performance over

a range of input angles, techniques similar to those presented here could be applied

to optimizing systems incorporating these additional features into their HOEs.

Further, although the filter efficiencies we show in the following sections are some-

what lower than those of simple dichroic filters, additional features such as con-

centration are often inherently simpler to incorporate with an all-transmissive

system.

4.1 Multi-grating Volume Holographic Spectrum

Splitters

Use of a spectrum splitter of any kind is motivated by the need to better match PV-

cell bandgap energies with portions of the incident spectrum. The typical method

of calculating ideal conversion efficiency (i.e. absent absorption losses, reflection

losses, etc.) assumes that photon energies Ephoton = hc/λphoton that do not exceed

the PV cell bandgap energy Egap = hc/λgap are unusable by the system. On the

other hand, photons with energy exceeding the bandgap energy contribute only

the bandgap energy to the system, and all excess energy is lost. Thus, conversion

efficiency in an ideal PV cell, ηcell, is linear with incident wavelength for photon
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energies greater than the bandgap energy and zero otherwise:

ηcell(λphoton) =


λphoton/λgap, if λphoton ≤ λgap

0, otherwise

(4.1)

The efficiency advantage of employing additional bandgaps and a spectrum

splitter in a solar power generation system can be illustrated as follows. Two

bandgaps are arbitrarily placed at 1.38eV (λgap1 = 900nm) and 0.50eV (λgap2 =

2500nm) as shown in Fig. 4.1. If one integrates the solar spectral irradiance over

the plotted wavelengths, the total irradiance is roughly 790W/m2. When idealized

conversion efficiency is assumed and only the larger bandgap is employed, the

converted power is approximately 360W per unit area (45.6%), and if only the

smaller bandgap is employed, the converted power is approximately 290W per unit

area (36.7%). However, if both bandgaps are employed in a system with an ideal

spectrum splitter (i.e. wavelengths greater than λgap1 are exclusively directed

onto the larger bandgap PV cell), converted power per unit area increases to

approximately 520W (65.8%).

Given that employing an additional bandgap increases the power conversion

potential of a system, we turn our attention to the efficiency of spectrum splitters

consisting of one or more volume Bragg gratings (VBGs). The baseline case is that

of a single VBG designed such that shorter incident wavelengths are diffracted

strongly and redirected onto the system’s large bandgap PV cell, while longer

wavelengths are allowed to pass through the VBG to the small bandgap PV cell.

Flexibility in the parameters defining a VBG (i.e. the wavelength and angle
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Figure 4.1: Conversion efficiency for two different PV cell bandgap energies (Egap =
hc/λgap) as a function of incident photon wavelength, λphoton, (after [41]). For photon
energies exceeding the bandgap energy (i.e. λphoton ≤ λgap), only energy up to the
bandgap energy is converted, so conversion efficiency is linear reaching (ideally) 100%
for λphoton = λgap. Conversion efficiency is zero for photon energies below the bandgap
energy. The efficiency curves are superimposed over the (normalized) direct-incidence
solar spectral irradiance curve [42] for reference.
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pairs resulting in Bragg resonance) allows the engineer to tailor the spectral re-

sponse of the grating as well as the nominal output angle for the diffracted band.

However, VBGs suffer from two shortcomings when applied in broadband applica-

tions such as spectrum splitting. First, the main lobe of the grating’s diffraction

efficiency curve as a function of wavelength (see e.g. Figure 4.4) is a relatively

poor approximation to an ideal bandpass filter. Second, the range of output an-

gles as a function of wavelength can be quite large over a wide spectral band (i.e.

there is significant dispersion). The first issue simply limits the overall efficiency

of the filter and therefore the total power conversion efficiency of the system. The

second issue restricts the placement and minimum sizes of PV cells required to

completely collect the diffracted light.

Both of these issues can be addressed in part through the inclusion of additional

VBGs in the two-band system. The additional gratings are used to improve

the diffraction efficiency and dispersion characteristics of the spectrum splitter,

allowing its performance to better approximate an ideal bandpass filter. However,

the inclusion of a second grating introduces inter-grating interference effects (i.e.

cross-coupling) that reduce efficiency in diffracted orders of interest and result in

additional diffracted orders that lead to stray light in the system.

We explore two arrangements of multi-VBG spectrum splitters: sandwiched

gratings and multiplexed gratings. In both cases, we seek a combined grating

structure that diffracts the high-energy band of the incident spectrum toward the

large bandgap semiconductor with high efficiency and low dispersion.
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4.1.1 Sandwiched-grating Systems

The sandwiched arrangement is depicted schematically for two gratings in Fig. 4.2.

Separate holographic elements are used for each grating, and they are placed in

series in the optical path. The system accepts broadband incident light from one

direction (here assumed to be normal to the top element). Characteristically, a

volume Bragg grating has a single diffraction order, so for a particular incident

wavelength, some portion of the incident light is diffracted by the first grating

(G1) toward the large bandgap semiconductor (order S ′1), and the undiffracted

light remains in order R′. Both R′ and S ′1 then interact with the second grating

(G2) where they are each split into two diffraction orders resulting in the final four

orders of interest: R, S1, S2, and T12. Additionally, the three diffracted orders

are dispersed by the gratings. Also note that if the sequence of the gratings is

reversed, the T12 order will be replaced by a different T21 order and the relative

efficiencies of the four output orders will change. We show in Section 4.2.2 that

for the conditions under consideration here, performance can be improved slightly

by placing the grating G1 (which affects primarily shorter wavelengths) first in

the sequence.

Calculating diffraction efficiency of each diffracted order of interest in a sandwiched-

grating system involves a straightforward application of the well-known coupled-

wave method of Kogelnik in multiple stages. To summarize the method for a

single phase grating, it is typical to assume that two significant waves are present

in the HOE which results in the following coupled differential equations (see also
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Figure 4.2: Input and output orders and PV cell locations for a notional two-grating
sandwiched system. Broadband light enters normal to the holographic elements from
above. For a particular wavelength, Grating 1 (G1) splits the incident light into an
undiffracted (R′) and a diffracted order (S′1). R

′ is then split by Grating 2 (G2) into
orders R and S2. Grating 2 also splits S′1 into the S1 (undiffracted) and T12 (diffracted)
orders. Each diffracted order is also dispersed. (The gratings are shown separated in
order to highlight the intermediate diffracted orders. Typically there would be no space
between the two HOEs.)
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Chapter 2):

cR
dR

dz
= jκS (4.2a)

cS
dS

dz
− jϑS = jκR (4.2b)

where R and S refer to the complex amplitudes of the zero-order and diffracted-

order waves respectively and are functions of z, the distance traveled through the

HOE. κ is a function of the index modulation of the grating and the operating

wavelength, and cR and cS are the direction cosines of the respective waves. ϑ

is a function of the vector combination of the input wavevector and the grating

vector and the operating wavelength. When the input is Bragg-matched with the

grating, ϑ = 0, and the diffraction efficiency of the grating is maximized. This

peak diffraction efficiency of the grating can be as high as 100% for a transmission-

mode grating, and the diffraction efficiency falls off from this peak value when the

Bragg condition is violated (or ϑ 6= 0) by changes in the input angle and/or

wavelength.

For a given incident wavelength at a given input angle, the relative powers

of the diffracted and undiffracted orders of the first grating in the sandwiched

spectrum splitter are calculated by solving Eq. 4.2 with appropriate boundary

conditions. Additionally, the output angle of the diffracted order—which is also a

function of input angle and wavelength—is calculated [43]. The relative powers

and calculated angles are then fed forward into similar calculations for the second

and any subsequent gratings in the sandwich resulting in a multitude of output

orders at known angles and with a known relative power distribution. This process
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is repeated for the orthogonal polarization and the results are averaged under the

assumption that the incident spectrum is randomly polarized. This entire process

is then repeated for other wavelengths of interest across the input spectrum.

For a two-grating, two-bandgap system, ideally all of the wavelengths from

the high-energy portion of the incident spectrum (i.e. λphoton ≤ λgap1) would

be diffracted into either order S1 or S2 where they would impinge on the large

bandgap semiconductor. The wavelengths in the low-energy portion of the inci-

dent spectrum would remain in order R and would impinge on the small bandgap

semiconductor. However, like the single-grating system, some high-energy pho-

tons remain in order R simply because the gratings’ diffraction efficiencies are, in

general, less than 100% for the wavelengths and polarizations of interest. Also, as

in the single-grating system, dispersion of the diffracted order(s) can result in light

that physically misses the large bandgap PV cell and is lost. Unlike single-grating

systems, sandwiched-grating systems exhibit additional loss due to high-energy

photons directed toward the large bandgap cell by one grating being diffracted

again by a subsequent grating into an unusable direction (cross-coupled orders,

Tmn). This cross-coupling loss is exacerbated by the addition of more gratings in

the sandwich.

4.1.2 Multiplexed-grating Systems

In the multiplexed-grating arrangement shown in Fig. 4.3, two volume Bragg

gratings are combined into a single holographic element. The system accepts

broadband incident light from one direction. For a given incident wavelength,
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light from this input that is not diffracted by the gratings (the R order) passes

through the holographic element and is incident on the small bandgap PV cell.

The two gratings’ directly-coupled orders (S1 and S2) are diffracted toward the

large bandgap PV cell. Like the sandwiched-grating system from Section 4.1.1

there are also cross-coupled orders (Tmn), and all diffracted orders are dispersed.
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Figure 4.3: Input and output waves and PV cell locations for a two-grating multiplexed
system. Broadband light enters normal to the holographic element from above. Un-
diffracted light (R) is incident on the small bandgap PV cell. Directly-coupled light from
each grating (S1 and S2) is dispersed and is nominally incident on the large bandgap PV
cell. Cross-coupled light (T12 and T21) is dispersed and is assumed to not be incident
on either cell.

Unlike the sandwiched-grating system, though, a two-grating multiplexed sys-

tem will have (at least) two cross-coupled orders (T12 and T21) as opposed to just
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one cross-coupled order in the two-grating sandwiched system. The additional

cross-coupled order arises because the two gratings in the HOE must be treated

simultaneously. For a single grating, the single diffracted wave arises from the vec-

tor combination of the input wavevector and the grating vector. For multiplexed

gratings, additional diffracted waves arise from vector combinations of the input

wavevector and permutations of one or more grating vectors. Mathematically,

these additional waves give rise to a larger set of coupled differential equations

similar to Eq. 4.2 that must be solved simultaneously.

In addition to the presence of the cross-coupled orders themselves, the complex

coupling relationships among the various significant waves result in inter-grating

interference effects including reduced peak diffraction efficiency in directly-coupled

orders and shifts in the angle and wavelength combinations that result in peak

diffraction efficiency. We discussed these interference effects and a method for

calculating diffraction efficiencies in HOEs with multiplexed gratings in Chapter 2.

Given the complicated relationships among multiple direct- and cross-coupled

orders in sandwiched-grating and especially multiplexed-grating spectrum split-

ters, design of HOEs for these systems is a non-intuitive exercise. In order to

compare the relative performance of these classes of holographic spectrum split-

ters, we employ a heuristic optimization algorithm in the next section.

4.2 Spectrum Splitter Optimization

Designing a holographic spectrum splitter comprised of one or more volume Bragg

gratings in any arrangement is a problem of many dimensions. To compare the
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relative performance of the different grating arrangements discussed in Section 4.1,

we require a method of maximizing the performance of a given arrangement. To

this end, we employ a particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm [44] that

searches the parameter space of a particular grating arrangement and seeks to

maximize the power conversion efficiency of the two bandgap spectrum splitting

system.

Particle swarm optimization was originally devised based on artificial life mod-

els of fish schooling and bird flocking. Individuals in the school or flock explore

a space for a position that maximizes some value function (e.g. a good source of

food). Each individual in the swarm knows the best location it has encountered so

far as well as the overall best location encountered by any individual in the swarm.

An individual’s motion from one point in time to the next is randomized but also

tends to draw the individual toward these best known positions. In general, PSO

randomly populates a multi-dimensional search space with a set of particles, the

values of the particle positions are calculated based on some metric unique to the

problem at hand, and the particles’ velocities (and thus positions) are updated

based on the best known positions. This process continues iteratively until some

convergence criterion is achieved or an iteration limit is reached.

To set up our PSO algorithm, we first define the search space. The variables

defining a non-concentrating, multi-grating spectrum splitter include input and

output angles, grating thicknesses, center wavelengths for each grating, and index

modulation values for each grating. For the optimization results presented in this

section, we assume a constant input angle normal to the grating (i.e. θin = 0◦).

The output angles of the constituent gratings are kept equal to each other, and
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this output angle of the system, θout, is allowed to vary between 15◦ and 35◦ in

air assuming a bulk index of refraction of n = 1.55.

By definition, the thicknesses of the constituent gratings in a multiplexed-

grating HOE are equal. To better compare performance between multiplexed-

and sandwiched-grating spectrum splitters, we also keep the thicknesses of the

sandwiched arrangement’s constituent HOEs equal although these could vary in-

dependently in practice. A multiplexed-grating spectrum splitter, then, has a

total thickness of d, and a two-grating sandwiched spectrum splitter has a total

thickness of 2d, where d is varied by the optimizer between 15 and 60µm.

We keep the bandgaps of the two PV-cells constant throughout our optimiza-

tion because these values are usually dictated by the nature of the semiconductors

used. As in the discussion of Section 4.1, we use bandgaps corresponding to wave-

lengths λgap1 = 900nm and λgap2 = 2500nm. The high energy band is defined

between 475 and 900nm for calculation purposes. For a system of N gratings, this

band is subdivided into N equal sub-bands, and the optimizer varies the center

wavelength, λi, of each grating over the respective sub-band. Note that with our

focus on the spectrum splitter itself, the bandgaps were simply chosen as round

figures in terms of wavelength that suit salient features of the incident spectrum.

However, the bandgap energies, 1.38eV and 0.50eV, do roughly correspond with

the bandgap energies of Gallium (III) Arsenide (1.43eV at 300K) and Germanium

(0.66eV at 300K) respectively [45].

Finally, the index modulation value, n1i, of each grating is varied by the op-

timizer and is limited to ±2% of the value which would give the grating 100%
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diffraction efficiency for s-polarized light at its defined center wavelength if oper-

ating in isolation. By varying this parameter, the optimizer can improve system

performance in the presence of inter-grating coupling effects and under the as-

sumption of random input polarization (i.e. efficiency values are calculated for

both s-polarization and p-polarization, and the results are averaged).

A spectrum splitter consisting of N gratings, then, is described by (2N + 2)

variables. Each grating has two associated variables, λi and n1i, and the system

as a whole has two additional variables, θout and d. The particle swarm optimizer

is initialized by uniformly distributing 120 particles in this (2N + 2)-dimensional

space and setting the velocity of each particle to 0. The PSO algorithm tracks

the particles’ best known positions through a metric based on the fixed bandgap

energies, the solar spectrum, and the diffraction efficiencies of the constituent

gratings of the system. For each wavelength of interest in the solar spectrum, the

solar spectral irradiance1, Isolar(λ), is multiplied by the zero-order “efficiency” of

the grating(s), η0(λ), and the smaller bandgap energy and is divided by the photon

energy, E(λ). This results in the effective irradiance collected and converted by

the smaller bandgap PV cell for that wavelength:

Igap2(λ) =
Isolar(λ)η0(λ)Egap2

E(λ)
(4.3)

For wavelengths smaller than the high-energy bandgap limit, the first-order diffrac-

tion efficiencies of each grating, η1i, are used in a similar fashion to determine the

effective irradiance collected and converted by the larger bandgap PV cell for each

1Here I is used for spectral irradiance rather than the conventional Ee,λ to avoid confusion
with E for energy.
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wavelength:

Igap1(λ) =
N∑
i=1

Isolar(λ)η1i(λ)Egap1

E(λ)
(4.4)

The solar spectrum is divided into 150 bins and these equations are used to cal-

culate the metric for each particle in the swarm as the ratio of total effective

irradiance to available irradiance:

Ω =

∑150
j=1 Igap1(λj) + Igap2(λj)

Iavailable
(4.5)

For each iteration, Ω for each particle is calculated using Eq. 4.5 and the largest

values of this metric discovered for each particle and for the swarm as a whole are

tracked. Then each particle’s velocity vector is updated via:

vn+1 = ωvn + φprp∆p,best + φgrg∆g,best (4.6)

and each particle’s position vector is updated via:

pn+1 = pn + vn+1 × (1 iteration) (4.7)

where ω, φp, and φg are tuning constants for the simulation, ∆p,best and ∆g,best are

the vectors between the given particle and the particle’s and swarm’s (respectively)

best known positions, and rp and rg are uniformly-distributed random numbers

between 0 and 1 that are updated for each calculation. Parameter limits are

enforced by setting elements of a particle’s new position vector that exceed the

defined limits of the search space to the nearest boundary value and setting the
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corresponding element of the particle’s velocity vector to 0.

Given finite execution time, PSO does not guarantee finding the the global

optimum. However, by adjusting the simulation variables ω, φp, and φg, the con-

vergence of the simulation can be adjusted to avoid converging too quickly to a

local extremum and also to avoid converging too slowly in general. Examining

Eq. 4.6, ω is analogous to the particle’s inertia, and φp and φg are analogous to

gravity pulling the particle toward the particle’s and swarm’s best known posi-

tions. The values of these variables were determined through experimentation and

are initialized in the optimizer to 0.75, 0.40, and 0.04 respectively. The optimizer

runs for 100 iterations which was shown to be sufficient to give consistent re-

sults over repeated trials. After 66 iterations the simulation variables are changed

to 0.65, 0.35, and 0.10 respectively to accelerate convergence to the swarm’s best

known position and increase the number of particles in the vicinity of that position

to fine tune the result.

Results obtained by using this algorithm to optimize different types of solar

spectrum splitting systems are given in the following sections. In addition to

the relative performance of the different system types, we explore the impact of

constraining dispersion of the diffracted orders in the system.

In Section 4.2.1 we optimize a single grating spectrum splitter assessing both

efficiency and dispersion performance. This single grating is then optimized again

after applying a constraint under which only diffracted wavelengths that exit the

HOE within ±2◦ of the splitter’s nominal output angle, θout, are included in the

particle swarm metric calculations. Then we show how efficiency performance can

be improved under the same dispersion constraint by adding a second grating to
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the system in either a sandwiched (Section 4.2.2) or multiplexed (Section 4.2.3)

arrangement. Finally, in Section 4.2.4 we show how adding a third grating can be

advantageous under an even more stringent dispersion constraint.

4.2.1 Single Grating

The diffraction efficiency as a function of input wavelength of a single volume

Bragg grating spectrum splitter is shown in Fig. 4.4. This single grating per-

forms reasonably well allowing conversion of 57.6% of the available power. (Recall

that an ideal bandpass filter would allow conversion of 65.8% of available power.)

However, the dispersion over the high-energy band (475–900nm) is quite large,

spanning approximately 10.5◦ as shown in Fig. 4.5.

Practical cell designs often require an angular range far smaller than that

exhibited by this single grating. To that end, we optimize the system again

adding an arbitrary limit to the allowed dispersion: only diffracted light exiting

the system within ±2◦ of the nominal angle toward the large bandgap PV cell

is included in converted energy calculations. Diffracted light outside this limit is

assumed to be lost.

Diffraction efficiency results for the dispersion-constrained single-grating spec-

trum splitter are shown in Fig. 4.6. The gray band superimposed on the plot

indicates the wavelengths meeting the dispersion constraint. In this case, the

system is only capable of converting 51.0% of the available power.

Note that the wavelengths with the highest corresponding grating diffraction

efficiency do not correspond with the highest values in the solar spectral irradiance
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Figure 4.4: First-order (S1) and zero-order (R) diffraction efficiency as a function of
wavelength for a single volume grating spectrum splitter superimposed over the (nor-
malized) solar spectral irradiance. The vertical line at 900nm indicates the longest
wavelength absorbed by the large bandgap PV cell. This grating was optimized with-
out limiting allowed dispersion.
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Figure 4.5: Dispersion of the diffracted order for a single volume grating spectrum
splitter over the high-energy wavelengths of interest. The horizontal line indicates the
nominal diffracted output angle of the system.

curve. Some shorter wavelengths exhibit higher spectral irradiance, but due to

the difference between the corresponding photon energies and the large bandgap

energy, the overall system is actually more efficient if the slightly lower energy

photons are diffracted toward the large bandgap PV cell.

Also note, comparing Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.6, that the width of the main lobe

of the S1 diffraction efficiency curve is significantly reduced when dispersion is

constrained. This is the result of the optimizer selecting a thicker holographic

material (55.5µm versus 29.2µm) for the latter case. Due to the dispersion in the

single-grating system, it is advantageous to narrow the diffraction band in this

way, allowing more incident light to pass through to the small bandgap PV cell

rather than diffracting this light into a widely dispersed order where much of it

misses the large bandgap cell.
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Figure 4.6: First-order (S1) and zero-order (R) diffraction efficiency as a function of
wavelength for a single volume grating spectrum splitter superimposed over the (nor-
malized) solar spectral irradiance. The vertical line at 900nm indicates the longest
wavelength absorbed by the large bandgap PV cell. Dispersion was constrained when
optimizing this grating. The gray band indicates the wavelength range meeting the
dispersion constraint.
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4.2.2 Two Sandwiched Gratings

It is clear from Fig. 4.6 that more incident light could be directed toward the large

bandgap PV cell with the addition of a second grating. When this is implemented

in a sandwiched-grating configuration (see Fig. 4.2), the optimized diffraction

efficiencies appear as in Fig. 4.7 with gray bands again indicating the wavelength

ranges that meet the dispersion constraint. The power conversion efficiency in

this case increases to 54.0%. Here the gratings are sequenced such that incident

light encounters grating 1 first. The conversion efficiency of the system is slightly

lower (53.9%) if the optimizer is re-run with the gratings in the opposite sequence

(not depicted) due to the differing nature of the cross-coupled order that appears

(see Section 4.1.1).

When the second grating is added to the system, the two gratings each need

to operate over only roughly half of the high-energy band. Further, the gratings

are defined such that their center wavelengths (i.e. the wavelength at which peak

diffraction efficiency occurs) exit the system at the same diffracted angle. This

allows the dispersion to “reset” resulting in a smaller overall span of output angles

as shown in Fig. 4.8. This angular overlap of the two gratings’ diffracted orders

allows for improved system performance under our applied dispersion constraint.

The optimizer selects similar values for the nominal output angle (here 16.6◦

in air) and holographic material thickness (here 58.7µm) when compared to the

single-grating case. In general, dispersion in a volume grating is reduced as the

difference between the incident and diffracted angles is reduced. However, the

diffraction efficiency curves also tend to widen with respect to wavelength as this
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Figure 4.7: Zero-order (R), first-order (S1 and S2), and cross-coupled (T12) diffraction
efficiency as a function of wavelength for a sandwiched two-grating spectrum splitter
superimposed over the (normalized) solar spectral irradiance. Incident light encounters
grating 1 first. The vertical line at 900nm indicates the longest wavelength absorbed by
the large bandgap PV cell. Dispersion was constrained when optimizing these gratings.
The gray bands indicate the wavelength ranges meeting the dispersion constraint.
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Figure 4.8: Dispersion of the first diffracted orders (S1 and S2) for a sandwiched two-
grating spectrum splitter over the high-energy wavelengths of interest. The horizontal
line indicates the nominal diffracted output angle of the system. Note how employing
two gratings allows the output angles to overlap reducing the overall span.

angular difference is reduced. Widening the diffraction efficiency curves should

lead to more loss in the system due to a) relatively high diffraction efficiency

for wavelengths that do not meet the dispersion constraint, and b) increased

cross-coupling interference. However, increasing the thickness of the holographic

material counteracts this effect by narrowing the diffraction efficiency curves, and

the optimizer tends to choose a material thickness that tailors the curves to the

wavelength spans that fulfill the dispersion constraint.

4.2.3 Two Multiplexed Gratings

When the two gratings comprising the spectrum splitter are multiplexed into a

single HOE (see Fig. 4.3) and optimized, the diffraction efficiency curves appear
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as in Fig. 4.9. The power conversion efficiency, 53.2%, is lower than that of the

sandwiched-grating arrangement due to several factors. Like the sandwiched-

grating arrangement, the optimizer chose a relatively shallow output angle (20.2◦

in air) and relatively thick holographic material (58.2µm) again to tailor the re-

gions of high diffraction efficiency to wavelength spans that fulfill the dispersion

constraint. In the multiplexed-grating arrangement, though, the HOE is subject

to additional cross-coupled orders. Both T12 and T21 are present (although the

effect of the latter is quite small), and inter-grating interference effects cause a

significant decrease in the peak diffraction efficiency of the S1 order.

Figure 4.9: Zero-order (R), first-order (S1 and S2), and cross-coupled (T12 and T21)
diffraction efficiency as a function of wavelength for a multiplexed two-grating spectrum
splitter superimposed over the (normalized) solar spectral irradiance. The vertical line
at 900nm indicates the longest wavelength absorbed by the large bandgap PV cell.
Dispersion was constrained when optimizing these gratings. The gray bands indicate
the wavelength ranges meeting the dispersion constraint.

As shown in Fig. 4.10, the multiplexed-grating arrangement exhibits angular
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overlap in its S1 and S2 diffracted orders in a similar fashion to the sandwiched-

grating arrangement. This again results in a performance improvement over the

single-grating case. Further, unlike the sandwiched-grating arrangement, the mul-

tiplexed system can be contained in a single HOE layer assuming the dynamic

range of the holographic material is not exceeded through multiple exposures.

Figure 4.10: Dispersion of the first diffracted orders (S1 and S2) for a multiplexed two-
grating spectrum splitter over the high-energy wavelengths of interest. The horizontal
line indicates the nominal diffracted output angle of the system. Note how employing
two gratings allows the output angles to overlap reducing the overall span.

4.2.4 Three Multiplexed Gratings

Finally, we explore the effect of a more stringent dispersion constraint on the

spectrum splitting system, again optimizing the multiplexed-grating arrangement.

If we reduce the output diffraction orders’ allowed angular span to ±1◦ around

the nominal output angle and optimize the system again, the power conversion
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efficiency of the two-grating multiplexed system reduces to 48.8%.

It stands to reason that the system could better meet this new dispersion

constraint by further subdividing the high-energy diffracted band through the in-

clusion of a third grating. When three gratings are multiplexed into a single HOE

and optimized, the diffraction efficiency curves appear as in Fig. 4.11, and the

output angles of the desired diffracted orders are shown in Fig. 4.12. Again, the

diffracted orders exhibit overlap which helps to meet the dispersion constraint,

but the power conversion efficiency of the system decreases to 45.9%. The peak

diffraction efficiency of each of the gratings is significantly compromised due to

inter-grating interference within the multiplexed HOE. These effects ultimately

limit the efficacy of adding more gratings to this type of system to improve dis-

persion performance.

4.3 Conclusion

Employing multiple volume Bragg gratings can lead to improved performance in

solar spectrum splitters over the use of a single VBG both in terms of overall

system efficiency and in dispersion characteristics. These improvements can be

seen in both sandwiched-grating and multiplexed-grating spectrum splitters. The

former exhibits higher efficiency performance, while the latter has the advantage

of utilizing only a single layer of holographic material. Optimized efficiency values

and angular spans of dispersed outputs for each type of spectrum splitter explored

in Section 4.2 are summarized in Table 4.1.

While neither sandwiched- nor multiplexed-grating spectrum splitters can match
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Figure 4.11: First-order for each grating (S1, S2, and S3) and zero-order (R) diffraction
efficiency as a function of wavelength for a multiplexed three-grating spectrum splitter
superimposed over the (normalized) solar spectral irradiance. The vertical line at 900nm
indicates the longest wavelength absorbed by the large bandgap PV cell. Output angles
were constrained to ±1◦ around the nominal output angle when optimizing these grat-
ings. The gray bands indicate the wavelength ranges meeting the dispersion constraint.
Several cross-coupled orders, Tmn, are present but not depicted for clarity.
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Figure 4.12: Dispersion of the first diffracted orders (S1, S2, and S3) for a multiplexed
three-grating spectrum splitter over the high-energy wavelengths of interest. The hori-
zontal line indicates the nominal diffracted output angle of the system. Note the angular
overlap of all three diffracted orders.

Conversion
Efficiency

Dispersion
Angular Span

Ideal Bandpass Filter 65.8% –
1 Grating, unconstrained dispersion 57.6% ±5.3◦

2 Sandwiched Gratings 54.0% ±2.0◦

2 Multiplexed Gratings 53.2% ±2.0◦

1 Grating 51.0% ±2.0◦

2 Multiplexed Gratings 48.8% ±1.0◦

3 Multiplexed Gratings 45.9% ±1.0◦

Only Large Bandgap 45.6% –
Only Small Bandgap 36.7% –

Table 4.1: Optimized efficiency and angular spans of dispersed outputs for each
type of spectrum splitter compared to an ideal splitter and to single bandgap
systems.
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the efficiency performance of e.g. dichroic filters, these holographic elements have

the advantage of decoupling diffracted wavelengths and angles thus providing more

flexibility in the engineering of such systems. Further, holographic elements have

the potential to include features for solar concentration although this aspect was

not considered here.

Finally, in this work we paid particular attention to the dispersion performance

of these systems because of the direct effect that dispersion has on the positioning

of PV cells within a system and the size—and therefore cost—of the PV cells. The

addition of a second grating in the multi-grating spectrum splitters we explored

clearly improves dispersion performance over a similar single-grating splitter. Go-

ing beyond two gratings can reduce overall dispersion further but at the expense

of lower system efficiency due to additional spurious diffraction orders. This is

especially true in multiplexed-grating systems.
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Chapter 5

Multi-grating Systems for

Spectral Beam Combining

Introduced in Section 1.2, spectral beam combining (SBC) systems are used to

generate high laser radiance from several lower radiance sources. The input sources

each operate at a different wavelength, and therefore, the higher power at the

output comes at the expense of a wider output bandwidth. A goal of many SBC

systems is to increase the output radiance in a manner that minimizes growth

in output bandwidth. Equivalently, the goal is to increase the number of input

channels operating within a fixed bandwidth which may be limited by the gain

bandwidth of a particular type of laser. Channel density cannot be increased

without limit, of course, due primarily to crosstalk effects among channels. In this

chapter we compare the relative merits and limitations of sequential-grating and

multiplexed-grating systems based on transmission-mode volume Bragg gratings

(VBGs). We first explore the differing design constraints and loss mechanisms
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between these system types. Then in Section 5.2, we introduce an optimization

heuristic that reveals regions of the design space which provide the highest channel

densities for plane-wave and finite-beam inputs.

5.1 Volume Gratings in SBC Systems

We explored three classes of spectral beam combining systems based on volume

Bragg gratings. The first two utilize gratings in sequential arrangements. The

sandwiched arrangement is analogous to the sandwiched solar spectrum splitters

from Section 4.1.1. The cascaded arrangement is similar to the sandwiched ar-

rangement but with spacing between the individual HOEs. The third class of

system utilizes a single HOE comprised of multiplexed gratings in a similar fash-

ion to the multiplexed-grating solar spectrum splitters from Section 4.1.2.

The first type of sequential grating system we have termed a cascaded sys-

tem. A notional schematic of a three-channel cascaded-grating system is shown

in Fig. 5.1. In this system, inputs A, B, and C operate at different wavelengths

and are combined into the output D. At each stage, a separate HOE is used to

add the input channel to the intermediate beam. In the ideal case, Input A passes

through both gratings unchanged, Input B is diffracted by the first grating with

100% efficiency and passes through the second grating unchanged, and Input C is

diffracted by the second grating without loss.

It is notable that while Fig. 5.1 depicts a transmission-mode system, and we

only consider transmission-mode systems here, many sequential systems utilize

reflection-mode gratings to achieve a nearly flat passband in terms of angular
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of a three-channel transmission-mode cascaded-grating SBC
system utilizing two single-grating HOEs. Inputs A, B, and C operate at different
wavelengths and enter the system at angles θA, θB, and θC respectively. These inputs
are combined into the output D which leaves the system at angle θcom = θA.

detuning from the Bragg condition (see e.g. [46]). This improves performance

when non-plane-wave inputs are used. We explore finite beam inputs further in

Section 5.2.2.

A disadvantage of the cascaded arrangement is the physical size required to al-

low input beams to enter the system between the HOEs. If we eliminate this space,

we arrive at the sandwiched-grating arrangement depicted in Fig. 5.2. Again, in

the ideal case, a particular input would be diffracted strongly by one grating

and unaffected by the other gratings. The exception is, of course, Input A—the

“through-beam”—which is ideally not affected by any grating. In contrast to

the cascaded arrangement, though, here all inputs pass through all of the HOEs

increasing opportunities for loss due to spurious diffraction in the non-ideal case.

Finally, the multiplexed-grating system is shown in Fig. 5.3. Here each of the

sinusoidal index of refraction patterns typical of volume phase gratings are present
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Figure 5.2: Schematic of a three-channel transmission-mode sandwiched-grating SBC
system utilizing two single-grating HOEs. Inputs A, B, and C operate at different
wavelengths and are combined into the output D. Ideally, Input A is not diffracted by
either grating, Input B is strongly diffracted by the first grating and not diffracted by
the second, and Input C is strongly diffracted by the second grating and not diffracted
by the first.

simultaneously in the same HOE.

5.1.1 Single VBG System

The simplest case of an SBC system based on volume Bragg gratings is a two-

channel system utilizing one grating. This is, in fact, a degenerate case of the three

system classes previously introduced. If we assume plane-wave inputs linearly

polarized perpendicular to the plane of incidence, the diffraction efficiency of the

single grating as a function of wavelength can be calculated using Kogelnik’s well-

known coupled-wave method [1]. This appears as shown in Fig. 5.4 for the two

channels’ input angles where we assume a material thickness of d = 0.5mm, a

common output angle for the system of θcom = θA = 0◦, an input angle for Input
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Figure 5.3: Schematic of an ideal three-channel transmission-mode multiplexed-grating
SBC system utilizing a dual-grating HOE. Inputs A, B, and C operate at different
wavelengths and are combined into the output D. Ideally, Input A is not diffracted by
either grating, and inputs B and C are each strongly diffracted by one of the multiplexed
gratings but not the other.

B of θB = 40◦, and an index modulation for the grating such that 100% diffraction

efficiency is achieved for Input B.

Conceptually, to achieve 100% efficiency for the single-grating, two-channel

system with plane-wave inputs, one simply sets the wavelength for Input A, λA,

to one of the zeros of the diffraction efficiency curve when calculated for an input

angle of θA (e.g. λA ≈ 1039nm). In this manner, the minimum output bandwidth

achievable in this two-channel system is dependent on the parameters that define

the grating. In general, though, it is well known that increasing the thickness of

the grating or utilizing steeper input and output angles—here, making the output

angle more negative—will increase the spectral selectivity of the grating, reducing

the spacing between the first zeros and minimizing the output bandwidth of this

system.
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Figure 5.4: Diffraction efficiency of a single volume Bragg grating as a function of
wavelength for input angles corresponding to the two channels combined by this HOE.
The grating parameters are described in the main text. Note how the horizontal scaling
of the diffraction efficiency curve varies depending on which input angle is used.

We can also conceive of a single-grating multichannel system that takes ad-

vantage of the dispersion from a single volume grating in much the same way as a

surface-relief grating can be applied to spectral beam combining (see Section 1.2).

However, this architecture suffers from the same tight coupling between source

position and wavelength that the surface-relief grating systems do. Also, at most

one input could be Bragg-matched with the grating, and diffraction efficiency

could fall off quickly for for the other inputs. This limits the overall combining

efficiency of such a system especially for those using a transmission-mode grating.

This type of system is not considered further here.
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5.1.2 Sequential-grating Systems

When one goes beyond a single grating in the system, it becomes increasingly

difficult to align diffraction efficiency peaks and zeros. The end result is a system

that exhibits unwanted loss due to spurious diffraction. Following inputs A and

B through such a system by referring to Fig. 5.5, the first grating (denoted G1)

exhibits 100% diffraction efficiency for an input (λB = 1035nm, θB), and the

second grating (denoted G2) exhibits essentially 0% diffraction efficiency for an

input (λB, θcom). We therefore can expect Input B to traverse the system without

loss. However there is no wavelength for which both gratings exhibit 0% diffraction

efficiency for Input A incident at θA = θcom, so we expect some loss for that

channel. (λA = 1026nm would provide close to ideal performance.)

Figure 5.5: Diffraction efficiency curves vs. wavelength for two gratings, G1 and G2,
in a sequential-grating SBC system for the input angles corresponding to Inputs A and
B.
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Again referring to Fig. 5.5, Input C in a cascaded arrangement (see Fig. 5.1)

would only interact with the second grating, so 100% diffraction efficiency could

be expected. However, for no loss in a sandwiched arrangement (Fig. 5.2), there

would need to be an operating point (λC , θC) where the diffraction efficiency of

grating 1 is 0% while the diffraction efficiency of grating 2 is 100%. Inputs B and

C necessarily enter the system at different angles (i.e. θB 6= θC), so low-loss for

both channels could be relatively easily achieved at the second grating. However,

one can see how the general conditions of low loss, multiple gratings, and narrow,

fixed bandwidth are quite difficult to achieve simultaneously.

5.1.3 Multiplexed-grating Systems

The loss mechanisms for a multiplexed-grating arrangement are more complex

still. When more than one grating is present in a single HOE, one can no longer

merely attempt to align appropriate peaks and zeros in the various individual

diffraction efficiency curves. Rather, the gratings must be treated simultaneously

for an input at a particular wavelength and angle, and this forces changes to

the set of coupled-wave equations describing the interaction. (The algorithmic

matrix method developed in Chapter 2 is employed in Section 5.2 when calculat-

ing diffraction efficiencies and other characteristics of these multiplexed-grating

arrangements.)

In a sandwiched- or cascaded-grating arrangement, the system of two gratings

explored in Fig. 5.5 was expected to provide near 100% system efficiency for its

three inputs. If we collapse those two gratings into a single HOE to create a
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multiplexed-grating arrangement, though, the resulting calculated efficiency val-

ues are significantly different as shown in Fig. 5.6. Here both Input B and Input

C are subject to efficiency losses greater than 10% at their respective wavelengths

due to spurious waves and grating cross-coupling occurring within the single HOE.

Figure 5.6: Diffraction efficiencies at the system output for inputs B and C of a two-
grating multiplexed SBC system formed by trivially collapsing the two gratings of a
sandwiched-grating system into a into a single HOE.

Some insight can be gained by investigating the diffraction efficiency for Input

B as a function of depth, z, in the grating as shown in Fig. 5.7. This essentially

depicts the transfer of energy between the given input wave and desired output

wave as these waves travel through the HOE from z = 0 to z = d where d is the

thickness of the material. One curve in the figure represents this energy transfer

for an HOE with only Grating 1 present, and we can see that the curve reaches

100% energy transfer at z = d as desired. The other curve, though, represents this

energy transfer with Grating 2 present in the HOE as well, and we can see that
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not only does the energy transfer peak occur for z 6= d, but, more importantly,

the curve never reaches 100% energy transfer. In general some of the energy that

is not transferred into the output wave of interest remains in the input wave and

some is diffracted into a spurious wave.

Figure 5.7: Diffraction efficiency of Grating 1 as a function of HOE depth, z, for Input
B satisfying the Bragg condition. One curve shows the efficiency with Grating 1 alone
(i.e. Grating 2 is not present in the HOE). The other curve shows the effect of adding
Grating 2 to the HOE. The vertical dashed line indicates z = d where d is the thickness
of the HOE.)

Clearly it is non-trivial to design an SBC system especially as the number of

channels increases. Given physical constraints (overall size, input angles, etc.)

on a sequential-grating system, it is not practical in general to achieve perfect

alignment of all pertinent combinations of diffraction efficiency peaks and zeros

for all gratings. Multiplexed-grating systems, despite the advantages that come

with having a single HOE, further suffer from inter-grating interference effects
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within that single HOE.

For some applications, it has been correctly suggested that cross-coupling and

inter-grating interference effects can be essentially eliminated through wide sep-

aration of channel wavelengths [36, 37]. This, however, is counter to our goal of

maximizing channel density in an SBC system given a fixed operating bandwidth.

In the next section we introduce a optimization method that aims to find

design parameters for SBC systems which provide the highest overall efficiency

for a fixed system bandwidth given the number of channels in the system. Using

this method we compare the relative channel density limits of the different classes

of SBC systems. We further explore the effects of non-plane-wave inputs on system

performance.

5.2 SBC System Optimization

Optimizing a multi-grating spectral beam combining system is a non-linear prob-

lem of many dimensions. In order to explore the solution spaces for multiplexed-

and sequential-grating systems, we again employ particle swarm optimization

(PSO) as in Section 4.2 to determine a set of parameters that results in the

SBC system with the highest overall efficiency given a set of practical constraints.

We define three system-wide variables that are held constant for a given opti-

mization run: the number of channels, N , the material thickness, d, and the com-

mon output angle, θcom. Further, the optimizer adjusts three grating variables for

each channel: center wavelength (λcenter), input angle (θin), and index modula-

tion, n1. To compare the effects of different values of the system-wide variables, we
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d [µm] θcom
Group 1 500 0◦

Group 2 500 −30◦

Group 3 1000 0◦

Group 4 1000 −30◦

Table 5.1: System-wide variable constraints placed on the optimization algorithm
for each of the four simulation groups.

optimized cascaded-, sandwiched-, and multiplexed-grating SBC systems in the

four groups summarized in Table 5.1. For all four groups, we keep the operating

bandwidth of the system fixed at 1030–1040nm.

Within each of the four groups, we explored several values of N . In each

case, the optimizer adjusts 3N parameters (i.e. three grating variables times N

channels) which are allowed to vary over the ranges summarized in Table 5.2.

Early experiments with this method revealed that the optimizer tended to space

channels equally within the given fixed operating bandwidth. To improve the

efficiency of the algorithm, we then modified it to assume small adjustments to

channel wavelengths around this equal spacing. This eliminates large volumes

of the 3N -dimensional search space where results are known to be quite poor.

Likewise, the index modulation for each grating is allowed to vary over a narrow

range around the value that would give the grating 100% efficiency in Kogelnik’s

calculation for a single lossless transmission grating.

The particle swarm is initialized with 200 particles uniformly distributed within

the search space with zero velocity. On each iteration, each particle’s metric, Ω, is

calculated based on the represented SBC system’s total diffraction efficiency (i.e.
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λcenter

±1nm variation around evenly spaced
channels within fixed bandwidth

θin 35◦ − 50◦

n1 Kogelnik result ±5× 10−5

Table 5.2: Constraints placed on the optimization algorithm for each of the grat-
ings’ three independent variables.

the sum of the diffraction efficiencies at each channel’s input angle and center

wavelength). The best energy for each particle and for the swarm of particles as a

whole is tracked, and each particle’s new velocity vector, vn+1, and new position

vector, pn+1, are calculated per Eq. 4.6 and Eq. 4.7 respectively. In a similar fash-

ion to the optimization discussed in Section 4.2, values for the simulation variables

ω, φp, and φg, were again determined through experimentation and are initialized

in the optimizer to 0.80, 0.30, and 0.05 respectively. Here, the optimizer runs for

200 iterations, and after 170 iterations these values are changed to 0.55, 0.25, and

0.15 respectively to accelerate convergence to the swarm’s best known position.

To reinforce the validity of these tuning parameters, we executed the optimizer

multiple times under the same constraints and compared the results, expecting

the optimizer to return a system with comparable efficiency each time.

The next section explores optimization results for plane-wave inputs. Then

the following section explores optimization results when inputs of finite transverse

extent are taken into account.
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5.2.1 Results for Plane Wave Inputs

In the following subsections we present system efficiency results for optimized

multiplexed- and sequential-grating SBC systems operating between 1030nm and

1040nm for increasing numbers of channels. Note that in these simulations, we

do not include the through-channel (e.g. channel A in Fig. 5.1). Rather we only

include diffracted channels for which there is an associated grating.

Multiplexed-grating Systems

We executed the optimizer for multiplexed-grating SBC systems for each of the

four system parameter groups (Table 5.1) for up to 14 channels and an oper-

ating band covering 1030–1040nm. In each case, we repeated the optimization

five times to check consistency, and results are plotted in terms of system power

in Fig. 5.8. System power for each group increases linearly with the number of

channels in the system until inter-grating interference effects begin to compromise

system efficiency. Note that as performance falls off for a given group, optimiza-

tion consistency also decreases. Inter-grating interference in these arrangements

strongly limits the achievable system efficiency resulting in many solutions with

relatively poor performance. Given the optimizer’s finite execution time, the best

of the poor solutions is not always discovered.

All four groups perform similarly—and rather well—until four channels are

included in the system. At this point the inter-grating interference in Group

1 (i.e. the thinner material and shallower output angle) begins to compromise

system performance. The remaining three groups continue to perform well until
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Figure 5.8: Optimized multiplexed-grating system output power for each of the four
system parameter groups as a function of the number of channels in the system, N .
Operating bandwidth is fixed at 1030–1040nm. Input power per channel is normalized
to 1. The diagonal line indicates an ideal system (i.e. 100% efficiency from each channel).
Stacked symbols indicate the results of repeated optimizer runs for a given set of inputs.
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six channels are employed when the curves for Groups 2 and 3 diverge from the

optimal line.

Reviewing the same data in terms of system efficiency rather than system

power, it is easier to compare the relative performance of Groups 2 and 3. It

is clear from Fig. 5.9 that Group 2 performs slightly better than Group 3 as the

number of channels in the system is increased. This suggests that a steeper output

angle should be preferred over using a thicker material. And using both a thick

material and a steep output angle (i.e. Group 4) exhibits the best performance of

all four groups allowing more than 50% more channels than the next best group

if we enforce a system efficiency limit of 90%.

Figure 5.9: Optimized multiplexed-grating system efficiency for each of the four system
parameter groups as a function of the number of channels in the system, N . Operating
bandwidth is fixed at 1030–1040nm. The dashed horizontal line indicates an arbitrary
system efficiency goal of 90%. Stacked symbols indicate the results of repeated optimizer
runs for a given set of inputs.
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Sequential-grating Systems

As with the multiplexed-grating systems, we also executed the optimizer for

cascaded- and sandwiched-grating SBC systems for each of the four groups and

for up to 20 channels and an operating band again covering 1030–1040nm. The

results for cascaded systems are plotted in terms of system power in Fig. 5.10.

Again system power for each group increases linearly with the number of channels

in the system until cross-coupling effects begin to compromise system efficiency.

In a similar fashion to the multiplexed-grating system, Group 1 is the worst per-

former, Group 4 the best, and Group 2 slightly outperforms Group 3. This re-

inforces the notion that steep output angles and thick materials improve channel

density, and for the ranges of parameters considered here, a steep output angle

improves channel density somewhat more than a thicker holographic material.

The key comparison, though, is the performance of multiplexed-grating sys-

tems and sequential-grating systems within the same group. The differing nature

of the interference in a sequential system discussed in Section 5.1 allows for many

more channels than in a multiplexed-grating system, regardless of group, before

system efficiency is compromised. Using 90% system efficiency as a basic metric

and referencing Fig. 5.9 and Fig. 5.11, for each of the four groups the cascaded-

grating arrangement supports roughly 50% more channels than the multiplexed

arrangement in the same group.

Results for sandwiched-grating systems are not plotted here, but as one might

expect, these systems outperform multiplexed-grating systems group-by-group,

but they do not perform as well as cascaded-grating systems because in the
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Figure 5.10: Optimized cascaded-grating system output power for each of the four
system parameter groups as a function of the number of channels in the system, N .
Operating bandwidth is fixed at 1030–1040nm. Input power per channel is normalized
to 1. The diagonal line indicates an ideal system (i.e. 100% efficiency from each channel).
Stacked symbols indicate the results of repeated optimizer runs for a given set of inputs.
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Figure 5.11: Optimized cascaded-grating system efficiency for each of the four system
parameter groups as a function of the number of channels in the system, N . Operating
bandwidth is fixed at 1030–1040nm. The dashed horizontal line indicates an arbitrary
system efficiency goal of 90%. Stacked symbols indicate the results of repeated optimizer
runs for a given set of inputs.
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sandwiched-grating arrangement, every input must interact with every grating

which increases loss. 90% efficiency was achieved for the sandwiched-grating ar-

rangement for 6, 10, 9, and 17 channels for Groups 1–4 respectively.

These results do not suggest, though, that for a practical case a sequential-

grating system should always be preferred over a multiplexed-grating system.

First, in the optimization calculations, the fixed material thickness is used on a

per-grating basis in order to keep the spectral widths of the channels relatively

constant. So if an N -channel multiplexed-grating system has a thickness d—with

all gratings sharing the same slab of material—an N -channel sandwiched-grating

system would have a thickness of Nd with each grating occupying a separate slab

of material, and a cascaded-grating system would be larger still because of the

spacing between the individual HOEs. If instead we assume that each grating in

a sequential system had a thickness of d/N , the spectral widths of the resulting

gratings’ efficiency curves would be very wide and inter-grating interference would

be severe. The multiplexed system would outperform the sequential system in

every case.

In addition to the difference in the overall system thickness, other practical

considerations need to be made when choosing between a sequential arrangement

and a multiplexed one. These include ease and repeatability of assembly, align-

ment, and thermal management. Depending on these other factors, a multiplexed-

grating architecture may be preferred in some cases despite lower efficiency for a

given number of channels. However, these considerations must also be weighed

against limitations to the number of gratings that can be successfully multiplexed

given the dynamic range of the holographic medium and difficulties arising from
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multiple exposures (e.g. partial erasure) [47].

5.2.2 Results for Finite Beam Inputs

An important factor that is not considered in the results of the previous section

is the angular acceptance of the constituent volume Bragg gratings in these types

of SBC systems (i.e. how diffraction efficiency decreases for inputs mismatched

in angle from the Bragg condition). Until now only plane wave inputs have been

considered in the system optimization algorithm, and as we have shown, param-

eter groups involving steeper output angles and thicker materials exhibit higher

efficiency at higher channel counts. It is clear that favoring these parameters

improves channel density because the spectral width of a grating’s diffraction

efficiency curve narrows as steeper angles and thicker materials are used. This

reduction in spectral width for a given grating correlates with a reduction in the

effects of inter-grating interference for a given number of channels and a fixed op-

erating spectrum. However, similar narrowing is evident in the angular width of

the grating’s diffraction efficiency curve. If we assume Gaussian inputs of various

radii instead of plane wave inputs, and we consider the angular plane wave spectra

of these inputs when calculating the diffraction efficiency for each channel (see e.g.

[48]), there must be a compromise between increasing angles and/or thickness to

narrow spectral width (i.e. to increase channel density) and decreasing angles

and/or thickness to improve angular acceptance (i.e. to reduce per-channel loss

due to non-diffracted power).

The relative sizes of the angular acceptance curve of a typical Group 1 grating
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and the angular plane wave spectra for various Gaussian beam widths (assuming a

wavelength of 1035nm) are depicted in Fig. 5.12. Clearly, even for a beam radius of

1mm, the width of the beam’s angular plane wave spectrum is significant relative

to the width of the central lobe of the grating’s diffraction efficiency curve. This

will result in a decrease in per-channel efficiency independent of inter-grating

interference effects as depicted in Fig. 5.13.

Grating

Diffraction Efficiency

Figure 5.12: Relative angular widths for Gaussian inputs at 1035nm with various
radii compared with the diffraction efficiency as a function of input angle (for a fixed
wavelength) of a typical Group 1 grating centered at 1035nm.

The following sections present optimization results for SBC systems accounting

for these finite input widths. The optimization algorithm was modified to use the

beam radius as an additional system-wide variable. Diffraction efficiencies at 15

angles between the 1/e2 points of the Gaussian angular plane wave power spectrum

are weighted, calculated, and combined to give an aggregate diffraction efficiency

for that channel given the beam radius. (Beam shape and beam quality are not
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Figure 5.13: Total efficiency for a single, Group 1 grating designed for 1035nm as a
function of input beam radius.

considered here.)

Output Angle Optimization

We begin by keeping the thickness of the holographic material fixed at 0.5mm

and allowing the optimizer to vary the channels’ common output angles between 0

and −30 degrees. That is, in addition to selecting center wavelengths, modulation

levels, and input angles for each channel, the optimizer is also choosing a common

output angle for the system between the angles previously defined for Groups 1

and 2.

The system efficiency results as a function of beam radius for this exercise are

shown in Fig. 5.14 for a five-channel multiplexed-grating system. Also depicted

for comparison are the optimization results if the system output angle is kept fixed
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at 0◦ (Group 1) and −30◦ (Group 2).

Figure 5.14: Efficiency of a five-channel multiplexed-grating system as a function of
input beam radius. The material thickness is kept constant at 0.5mm. The three curves
indicate the efficiency results with the system output angle fixed at 0◦ (Group 1), fixed
at −30◦ (Group 2), and optimized between those two angles. Stacked symbols indicate
the results of repeated optimizer runs.

For a large beam radius, the angle-optimized system performs as well as the

Group 2 system. This is because for large beam radius, the system is not con-

strained by angular clipping, and the optimizer simply selects the steepest allowed

output angle (−30◦ in this case) to minimize inter-grating interference. However,

as the beam radius decreases, the efficiency of the Group 2 system falls off more

quickly that the other systems due to clipping of the inputs’ angular plane wave

spectra.

At a radius of 0.5mm, the angle-optimized system exhibits the highest-efficiency

because it uses an output angle that is a compromise between angular clipping
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and inter-grating interference. For this input radius, the steeper −30◦ output an-

gle gives rise to clipping of the angular spectra of the inputs while the shallower

0◦ output angle results in a system that is limited by inter-grating interference.

For radii less than 0.5mm the effect of angular clipping supersedes the effect

of inter-grating interference and the performance of the angle-optimized system

converges with the Group 1 system. That is, the optimizer selects the shallowest-

available angle to minimize per-channel loss due to angular clipping despite the

inter-grating interference that is also present.

The output angles selected by the optimizer are plotted versus input beam

radius in Fig. 5.15. The trend of the optimizer selecting a shallower common out-

put angle for small beam radii is clear. Note though, the relative inconsistency

of the selected output angle for small radii shown in Fig. 5.15 despite the consis-

tency in the system efficiency from the same optimization runs shown in Fig. 5.14.

This suggests that as the best-attainable system efficiency—the parameter that

the algorithm is optimizing—decreases, there are many combinations of system

parameters that can achieve that efficiency as angular clipping is traded against

inter-grating interference.

Similar data for output angle optimization in both a cascaded- and sandwiched-

grating system was generated but is not included here. The trends are similar to

the multiplexed-grating system. For large input beam radii, the optimizer tends

toward the steepest output angle available to minimize cross-coupling among the

gratings. As the input beam radius decreases, the optimizer decreases the com-

mon output angle of the system to reduce clipping of the input beams despite

increasing cross-coupling.
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Figure 5.15: Optimized output angle for a five-channel multiplexed-grating system as
a function of input beam radius. The material thickness is kept constant at 0.5mm.
Stacked symbols indicate the results of repeated optimizer runs, and the solid line
indicates the angles associated with the highest achieved system efficiency (see Fig. 5.14)
for a given input beam radius.
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Again, of course, the overall efficiency of these sequential arrangements de-

creases dramatically as the input beam radius drops below approximately 1mm

just like the multiplexed-grating arrangement. Given the constraints of a par-

ticular group and a fixed operating bandwidth, there is a beam radius below

which angular clipping effects dominate resulting in poor performance regardless

of whether the SBC system uses multiplexed or sequential gratings.

Output Angle and Thickness Limitations

In the previous section, we used our PSO algorithm to select an optimum out-

put angle for an SBC system in addition to optimizing the parameters for each

diffracted channel. This was performed for a range of beam radii but for a fixed

thickness. In this section we show optimization results for multiplexed-grating

SBC systems over variation in hologram thickness as well. Again for each case the

optimization algorithm arrives at the best common output angle for the system

given other parameters although the final output angles are not shown here.

Figure 5.16 shows regions of the holographic element thickness (d) versus

beam radius (r) space for which ≥ 90% system efficiency can be achieved in a

multiplexed-grating system for a given number of channels. In the upper-right

of the plot (i.e. for inputs approaching plane waves and for thicker materials),

the highest numbers of channels are supported. With (near) plane wave inputs,

the systems are not limited by angular clipping, so the optimizer is free to choose

the steepest available output angle (−30◦), and the results approach the Group

4 results shown in Fig. 5.9. That is, for r = ∞—or, in fact, r ≥ 4.00mm for the

systems described—and d = 1.00mm a multiplexed-grating system can support
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N ≤ 12 with at least 90% efficiency, or Nmax = 12. (Note that the plot only shows

up to N = 7 for clarity.)

N=3

N=4

N=5

N=6

N=7

Figure 5.16: Regions of beam radius (r) and holographic element thickness (d) where
90% system efficiency can be achieved in a multiplexed-grating architecture for various
numbers of channels, N . The PSO optimizer was executed for combinations of thickness
and radius at the intersections of the dashed lines, and the mark representing a particular
number of channels is included at an intersection if the optimized system efficiency
exceeded 90%.

Continuing clockwise to the lower-right region of Fig. 5.16, we can see the

effects of inter-grating interference on overall system efficiency. As the thickness

of the material decreases to 0.5mm, the optimizer again favors a steeper common

output angle, and the results match the Group 2 results in Fig. 5.9 for plane wave

inputs (Nmax = 7). The optimizer is not allowed to increase the common output

angle beyond −30◦, so as the hologram thickness decreases below 0.5mm, Nmax

decreases due to inter-grating interference.
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Moving to the lower-left region of Fig. 5.16, there is not a significant difference

in Nmax as the beam radius decreases. In this region, the material is relatively

thin and the optimizer can additionally reduce the common output angle, both of

which tend to avoid loss due to angular clipping which is typically present for lower

values of r. However, a thin material and a shallow output angle together lead to

significant inter-grating interference (cf. Group 1 in Fig. 5.9), so the number of

supported channels, Nmax, remains small.

Finally, inspecting the upper-left region of Fig. 5.16, we note that the multiplexed-

grating system cannot support even a small number of diffracted channels when

utilizing thicker materials and smaller beam radii. Nmax → 0 simply due to

angular clipping.

For sequential-grating systems, the numbers of supported channels under a

90%-efficiency constraint follow Fig. 5.11 for cascaded-grating systems as r →∞.

Also, Nmax falls off quite similarly to the trends shown in Fig. 5.16 as r → 0

because, again, power loss due to angular clipping affects both sequential- and

multiplexed-grating SBC systems in an essentially equivalent manner.

5.3 Conclusion

Spectral beam combining systems utilizing multiple volume Bragg gratings must

be carefully analyzed to maximize performance. This analysis grows increas-

ingly difficult as the number of channels—and therefore the number of variables—

increases, and heuristic optimization techniques are useful tools for exploring the

limits of these systems.
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Of the three system classes discussed, the highest channel densities were achieved

by cascaded-grating systems because each input beam in such a system only

interacts with subsequent gratings in the cascade. However, this also leads to

cascaded-grating systems being physically larger than the other two classes due

to the required spaces between the single-grating HOEs.

Sandwiched-grating systems exhibited the next best channel densities, only

slightly lower than cascaded-grating systems. This decrease is due to each input

beam interacting with all of the individual gratings in the system but comes with

the advantage of a more compact arrangement.

The multiplexed-grating system exhibited the poorest performance of the three

system classes. It is also the most difficult to analyze being subject to inter-grating

interference effects within its single HOE. Requiring only one HOE, though, is a

distinct advantage to this type of system.

Finally, when non-plane-wave inputs are used with any of these grating ar-

rangements, overall system efficiency drops quickly as beam radii decrease. This

is due to limited angular acceptance in these volume Bragg gratings which af-

fects all three arrangements roughly equally. However, when used in high-power

spectral beam combining applications, these volume gratings would most likely

be designed for use with expanded beams to account for thermal limitations, and

less attention would need to be paid to beam radius considerations.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

The work of the preceding chapters has shown that volume Bragg gratings are

useful elements when working with spectral systems. While using a single VBG

in a spectral system can be relatively straightforward, employment of multiple

VBGs can improve performance but results in complicated interactions among

the gratings that must be carefully analyzed. This is true in cascaded and sand-

wiched sequential-grating systems, and these grating interactions become more

complex in multiplexed-gratings systems. Regardless of the system architecture,

the mathematical method developed in Chapter 2 and verified experimentally in

Chapter 3 is a valuable tool for engineering and optimizing these multi-grating

systems.

As the heuristic optimization results from Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 showed,

sequential grating systems tend to outperform similar multiplexed grating systems

for both solar spectrum splitters and spectral beam combiners. The effects of inter-

grating interference are more impactful to multiplexed-grating systems. Despite
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this loss of system efficiency, though, and despite the increased computational

complexity for analysis, multiplexed-grating systems still have the advantage of

requiring only a single HOE.

Both cascaded-grating and sequential-grating arrangements were considered

for spectral beam combining systems. (The cascaded arrangement as described

in Chapter 5 would not be practical for solar spectrum splitters as the sun pro-

vides the only input.) These arrangements showed similar performance with the

cascaded-grating systems exhibiting better overall efficiency. This is because a

given input channel needs to pass through only subsequent gratings in the cas-

cade and is thus subject to fewer opportunities for cross-coupling. In a sandwiched

grating system, all input channels must pass through all HOEs, but the reduced

efficiency is a tradeoff weighed against the mechanical compactness of the sand-

wiched arrangement. As with any engineering problem, there are tradeoffs among

the multi-grating architectures considered here related to efficiency, size, compact-

ness, ease of assembly and alignment, etc.

There are several areas where the work presented here can be extended. First,

both solar spectrum splitting and spectral beam combining applications using

reflection-mode gratings were not explored in detail. While there are mechanical

advantages to transmission geometries, we expect that the nearly flat passband

that is characteristic of reflection-mode volume Bragg gratings could be advan-

tageous to both spectral splitting and beam combining. In the former, the flat

passbands and steep transitions as a function of wavelength could provide a more

efficient spectral filter overall. In the latter case, the flat passband characteristic

as a function of incident angle could improve system efficiency for finite-beam
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inputs. However in both cases, the systems must be analyzed in detail to deter-

mine the exact nature of the inter-grating interference that limits performance

in these systems. An extension to the mathematical model from Chapter 2 to

support reflection gratings—as well as multiplexed combinations of transmission

and reflection gratings—is included in Appendix B.

Another area that may prove fruitful for future work is polarization multiplex-

ing. That is, increasing the channel density of spectral beam combining systems

by exploiting orthogonal polarizations. The work presented in Chapter 5 assumed

that inputs are polarized perpendicular to the plane of incidence with the grating.

However, for in-plane polarization, Eq. 2.21 indicates that if the polarization of

the input wave and diffracted wave differ by 90◦, the effective coupling coefficient,

and therefore the diffraction efficiency of the grating, goes to zero. One could take

advantage of this to potentially reuse channel wavelengths in orthogonal polariza-

tions thus doubling the number of channels in an SBC system without significant

efficiency loss and without increasing the output bandwidth. A set of inputs

could be combined by one HOE in such a way that the combined output can pass

through a second similar (or potentially identical) HOE with low loss. The two

HOEs would be arranged in a cascade such that their outputs are collinear.
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Appendix A

Insights Provided by the

Eigenvector Solution to the

Coupled Wave Equations

The basic solution to the coupled-wave equations describing wave interactions

in a single volume Bragg grating is straightforward but provides little insight

into physical properties of the system. This is especially true when multiplexed

volume holograms are considered and the system of differential equations grows

much larger.

To illustrate some insights that can be gleaned from exploring the eigenvec-

tors and eigenvalues of the system of coupled-wave equations as suggested in

Section 2.1, the following sections look at these entities in two limits of the de-

phasing parameter, ϑ, viz. the Bragg-matched case where ϑ→ 0 and the case of

extreme Bragg mismatch where ϑ grows large.
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A.1 Limit as ϑ→ 0

Bragg-matching the input with the grating is equivalent mathematically to letting

ϑ go to zero. In this situation, the eigenvalues of M̃ become

γ± = ±j

√
κ2

cRcS
, (A.1)

and the (normalized) eigenvectors representing the normal modes of the grating

can be shown to be

ξ± =

√
2

2

 1

±1

 . (A.2)

Eigenvectors in this form imply that an input comprised of only the R wave

(i.e. x0 =

[
1 0

]T
) will excite both eigenmodes of the grating—note that

x0 =
(
ξ+ + ξ−

)
/
√

2, leading to energy transfer between the R and S waves. This

is shown mathematically as

xd =
1

2

 1
cR

0

0 1√
cRcS


 1 1

1 −1


 e

j κd√
cRcS 0

0 e
−j κd√

cRcS


×

 1 1

1 −1


 cR 0

0
√
cRcS


 1

0


=

 cos
(

κd√
cRcS

)
j
√

cR
cS

sin
(

κd√
cRcS

)
 .

(A.3)

Using Kogelnik’s definition, the diffraction efficiency related to the S portion
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of xd is

η =
cS
cR
SdS

∗
d = sin2

(
κd
√
cRcS

)
(A.4)

which is exactly 100% when the parameters of the grating are set such that

κd/
√
cRcS = mπ/2 with m an odd integer. Equation A.4 matches Koglenik’s

result for a single lossless transmission grating.

Finally, note that when ϑ is not exactly 0, Rd and Sd will not be pure cosine

and sine functions respectively, and they hence will not differ in phase by exactly

π/2. Recall that ϑ is termed the dephasing parameter, and note that when the

reference wave is not Bragg-matched with the grating (i.e. ϑ 6= 0), at no point in

z will one of R and S be a maximum while the other is a minimum. Hence, unless

the reconstruction wave satisfies the Bragg condition, 100% diffraction efficiency

is impossible.

A.2 Limit of ϑ� 2
√

cS
cR
κ

In the case where the the input wave is not Bragg-matched with the grating, we

examine the system for ϑ� 2
√

cS
cR
κ. Here, the eigenvalues of M̃ are

γ+ =
jϑ

cS
(A.5a)

γ− = 0, (A.5b)
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and the eigenvectors can be shown to be

ξ+ =

 1

0

 (A.6a)

ξ− =

 0

1

 . (A.6b)

In this case, an input comprised of only the R wave (i.e. x0 =

[
1 0

]T
) is,

in fact, an eigenmode of the grating, and the only effect of the grating on this

input will be a phase change. The second eigenmode (i.e. the S wave) will not be

excited, and there will be no energy transfer between the R and S waves. This

corresponds to a diffraction efficiency of 0.
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Appendix B

Extending the Model to Support

Reflection Gratings

Throughout the mathematical derivation of Chapter 2, the focus was on trans-

mission gratings. However, the method introduced in that chapter is equally

applicable to holographic elements consisting multiplexed reflection gratings and,

in fact, elements consisting of both transmission and reflection gratings. (A sim-

ilar mathematical formulation handling three multiplexed reflection gratings was

previously reported [49]. The solution to the system involved a fourth-order

Runge-Kutta algorithm for numerical integration.) To properly handle reflection

gratings in an HOE, the boundary conditions used in the final stage of the matrix

calculation must be revisited.

We discussed in Section 2.1 that the boundary conditions for solving the dif-

ferential equations describing a single transmission grating were simply that R(0),

the amplitude of the input wave at z = 0, takes on some initial amplitude (e.g.
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R(0) = 1), and S(0), the amplitude of the output wave at z = 0, is exactly zero.

For multiple transmission gratings in the holographic element, the boundary con-

dition for the Si waves in general is Si(0) = 0 for all i. However, if one of the

Si waves describes the output of a reflection grating (i.e. the z-component of the

corresponding σi vector is negative), this boundary condition is inappropriate. In

this case, the amplitude of the wave at z = d must be 0, and the wave amplitude at

z = 0 is unknown and determined through the diffraction efficiency calculations.

The matrix equation for solving the system of equations describing the holo-

graphic element (see Eq. 2.23) is given as:

xd = Gx0 (B.1)

If we assume that the Si elements are sorted such that the associated plane waves

are traveling in the +z direction for i ≤ P and in the −z direction for P < i ≤ N ,

then we can write the boundary conditions for Eq. B.1 as:

x0 =



R0

0

...

0

s0(P+1)

...

s0N



(B.2)
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and

xd =



rd

sd1
...

sdP

0

...

0



(B.3)

where R0 is known and rd and all s0i and sdi are unknown.

We can solve Eq. B.1 for these boundary conditions in two steps by taking

advantage of the 0 entries in the x0 and xd vectors. First, the 1st through P th

entries are removed from x0 and xd producing y0 and yd respectively.

y0 =



R0

s0(P+1)

...

s0N


(B.4)

and

yd =



rd

0

...

0


(B.5)

Likewise, the 1st through P th rows and columns are removed from G to produce
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H . This results in obtains the matrix equation:

yd = Hy0 (B.6)

which represents a subset of the scalar equations underlying Eq. B.1.

Equation B.6 can be solved for y0 by inverting H and inserting any temporary

value for rd (e.g. 1). After rescaling y0 to obtain the appropriate value of R0 and

reinserting appropriate zero entries, x0 is recovered. This, in turn, can be inserted

into Eq. B.1 to determine xd thereby determining all unknowns.
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